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What’s wrong 
LSO running low
Aggressive spending in 
the first semester has left the 
Legion of Student Organiza-
tions near broke and some 
organizations struggling to 
find the funding they need.
LSO is a resource that 
provides financial assistance 
for all recognized student 
organizations. Groups can 
request funding for events 
that require food and sup-
plies, as well as trips and 
additional internal costs. 
Kappa Delta, one of five 
sororities on John Carroll 
University’s campus, will 
not be reimbursed for plane 
tickets to their Leadership 
Conference.
“The request made for 
the conference was rejected, 
while other organizations 
with similar objectives had 
their requests approved,” 
said sophomore Annie Ivans, 
treasurer and LSO repre-
sentative for Kappa Delta. 
“Being able to attend our 
conference is an honor. It 
enriches our sorority with 
the tools it needs to become 
an even more active student 
organization.”
Earlier this month, student 
organizations were faced 
with a dilemma regarding 
their financial futures: the 
LSO didn’t have enough 
money. “The problem that 
LSO had faced at the be-
ginning of this semester 
was having more money 
requested than what was 
available in our budget,” said 
sophomore Andrea Capasso, 
vice president of student 
organizations. “This was 
solved by giving every orga-
nization that was requesting 
money the opportunity to 
lower their request before 
and during this past week’s 
meeting.”
Not only does distribution 
of LSO money impact Kappa 
Delta, but Greek Life as a 
community. Like Kappa Del-
ta, the Panhellenic Council 
was also denied funding for 
their leadership conference. 
The Panhellenic Council is 
the governing body for the 
sororities on campus, contain-
ing members from the differ-
ent chapters. 
“I believe that there should 
be more equality on who gets 
funding,” said Ivans. “Greek 
Life was attacked for most of 
the requests presented. Like 
any other organization, Greek 
Life also needs assistance 
with funding and we would 
appreciate the support.”
LSO also provides fund-
ing for service organizations 
on campus, including Seeds 
of Hope. Seeds of Hope is a 
mentoring program in which 
JCU students spend one af-
ternoon a week with chil-
dren from inner-city middle 
schools. They are also an 
organization that did not re-
ceive all the funding that they 
could’ve used. 
 “If we were able to request 
more funding, we could pro-
vide more programs and ac-
tivities for the kids to partake 
in,” said junior Erin McBride, 
president of Seeds of Hope. 
“We would love to take the 
kids to ball games, the zoo, 
museums and other places 
that they aren’t able to afford 
to go themselves.”
The majority of the finan-
cial assistance Seeds of Hope 
receives each semester is in-
vested towards transportation 
for the children. 
“The budget of the service 
fund does not compare to the 
general fund,” said McBride. 
“Because of the difference, 
we are unable to ask for as 
much financial assistance as 
other groups can.”
The Service Fund began 
with $5,000 this fall, and 
$2,672 was left for the spring 
semester; $2,178 was re-
quested by service organiza-
tions, with a remainder of 
only $494.
 In the fall, LSO began 
with $60,000 in the General 
Fund. The money is divided 
up between the two semes-
ters, and the budget runs on a 
school year calendar. 
$18,457.00 was avail-
able in the General Fund this 
spring and $19,289.00 was 
requested from the General 
Check this text in class
Max Flessner
Campus Editor
John Carroll University 
announced the unveiling of 
a text message alert system 
that could prove vital in case 
of an on-campus emergency. 
In the future the system 
would also be useful for 
school closings, according 
to Vice President for Student 
Affairs Patrick Rombalski. 
The system will be run 
through Campus Safety Ser-
vices and the annual $5,000 
fee will be paid for out of 
their budget, according to 
Timothy Peppard, chief of 
CSS. 
The fee is calculated from 
$1 per user account and the 
University has signed up for 
5,000 accounts. Anyone, 
parents and off-campus 
family and friends included, 
can sign up free of charge 
to receive JCU Alert text 
messages. Each user ac-
count holds up to one e-mail 
address and two cell phone 
numbers that can be alerted. 
Regular text messaging 
rates between a user and their 
provider apply upon receiv-
ing the text message. 
In the case of an emer-
gency, an all-student e-
mail would be sent out 
to notify the JCU com-
munity in addition 
to the notifications 
sent out from JCU 
Alert. 
Once it has 
been determined 
that there is a 
threat  on 
campus 
that 
Please see TEXT, p. 2
JCU enables service that will text students to alert them of emergency
Photo courtesy of www.tech2.com
Max Flessner
Campus Editor
If you have been frustrated with John Carroll 
University’s Webmail problems lately, you are not 
alone.  JCU’s Information Technology Department 
is not too happy either, according to James Burke, 
director of computing systems and services. 
“There are two separate issues in play,” said 
Burke. “The first issue is the use of our server by 
spammers. The second issue is related to what we 
suspect to be a software problem with the e-mail 
server.”
Although the spamming problem has been 
solved, the server is still an issue.  JCU Information 
Services has been working with the vendor to iso-
late and correct any issues. Burke said that “[his] 
confidence is waning,” with the server vendor. 
Spam e-mail is a scheme to make money. Spam-
mers send out e-mails asking for specific informa-
tion on how to gain access to peoples’ accounts and 
hope that they get a few replies. 
Last Saturday, the day the original spam e-mail 
was sent out through JCU’s network, there was 
also a similar spam e-mail sent out at Case Western 
Reserve University.
 “JCU Information Services staff have been 
working with the e-mail system vendor to put 
safeguards in place to make our server less at-
tractive to spammers,” said Burke. “We have 
also put early-warning measures in place so we 
can respond to future attacks more quickly.”
The e-mails ask for people’s usernames 
and passwords, and out of the thousands of 
e-mails that were sent out over JCU’s network, 
the spammers only needed between 30 and 50 
responses. It is not clear how many students 
responded.
They then log into those people’s accounts 
and send out mass e-mails to the public telling 
them that they have won the lottery or won a 
prize from Pepsi. People are then asked to reply 
with specific information that the spammers can 
use to make money such as credit card numbers 
and bank account information.
Only a few responses are needed to make the 
several thousand spam e-mails worthwhile. 
Each theft is typically small, making it dif-
ficult to obtain law enforcement attention to 
address the problem, according to Burke.
Student organizations not having
money they need this spring 
with Webmail?
2 Campus
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 These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information contact x1615. 
 Campus Safety Log
March 6, 2008
Damage to a men’s bath-
room in Campion Hall was 
reported at 11:14 a.m.
March 8, 2008
An underage intoxicated student 
inside a residence hall was 
reported at 12:13 a.m. CSS and 
JCU EMS were called to the 
scene. 
March 4, 2008
Two speakers were 
reported missing from 
Bohannon Science Center 
at 8:12 p.m.
March 8, 2008
An argument inside Hamlin Hall 
men’s bathroom was reported at 
12:40 a.m. 
February 21, 2008
Vandalism in Hamlin Hall 
was reported at 10:40 a.m.
February 21, 2008
A student reported an 
iPod Touch had been 
stolen at 9:09 p.m.
Increasing enrollment and improving both 
recreation and residential facilities will be 
three of the main goals the John Carroll Uni-
versity Master Plan hopes to address when all 
parts of the project are finalized.
On March 4, Associate Academic Vice 
President for Planning and Assessment Nicho-
las Santilli and Vice President of University 
Advancement Doreen Riley presented the 
latest version of the proposed campus Master 
Plan to the faculty and staff.
While Sasaki Associates, the firm JCU 
hired to evaluate current conditions and 
propose new ideas for the future, have made 
several suggestions, Santilli said that the 
Master Plan is still a concept.
“There are still parts that the University 
has to think through. This is not a final plan,” 
said Santilli. “This is just one part of the 
strategic plan.”
Santilli explained that JCU needs facilities 
that will support the academic institution, and 
said it is important to link the University’s fa-
cilities and mission together. Through Sasaki’s 
work, JCU now has a database of all the facili-
ties on campus. “This will help us see how we 
stack up against others,” said Santilli.
Before Riley and Santilli presented on 
March 4, many were consulted, including 
the academic departments, student groups 
and members of the local communities and 
government. “The goal is to develop a plan 
that meets the University’s immediate and 
long-term needs,” said Santilli. 
Several parts of the Master Plan will oc-
cur over 20-25 years. However, Santilli and 
Riley mainly discussed the early phase, which 
could be started and completed in the next 
five years. This early phase of construction 
is estimated to cost $84 million, said Santilli. 
The renovations of current facilities will cost 
about $52.5 million.
This phase includes tearing down the 
Bohannon Science Center in order to create 
more parking, which is a huge issue for the 
University. With the creation of this parking, 
the temporary parking lot could be taken away 
and can be restored to the Hamlin Quad. 
Several years down the road, Sasaki has 
proposed to JCU that building underground 
parking garages would be a way to both maxi-
mize space and keep the beauty of the campus. 
Proposed sites for underground parking are 
underneath the baseball field, and underneath 
the Milford Road playing fields.
If the underground parking would be 
implemented, 500 cars could potentially be 
parked underneath the baseball field, while 
another 650 parked underneath the Milford 
Road playing fields.
Another possibility would be to build new 
residence halls, called Gateway Housing 1 and 
2.  These would be located close to the Dolan 
Science Center and would provide for more 
apartment-style living. Renovations to current 
residence halls would also be considered. 
In the more long-term plans, Sasaki pro-
posed that, while keeping Sutowski, Hamlin 
and Campion halls traditional, Murphy, 
Dolan, Pacelli, Millor and Bernet could be 
created into apartment, or suite-style living. 
Creating playing fields on Milford Road, 
resurfacing the track, upgrading the baseball 
and softball diamonds, renovating the fitness 
center and providing off-campus parking are 
all included in the early phase. 
Riley said that even more improvements to 
the recreation and athletic facilities are wanted 
in the future for JCU. Synthetic turf for the 
baseball and softball diamonds and dugouts 
for the softball field are proposed. 
Redesigning the pedestrian crossing to 
travel across South Belvoir Boulevard to the 
athletic fields is also being considered.   
Santilli said that the spirit of the campus 
Master Plan is already in place. “Renovations 
to the Lombardo Student Center, Schott Din-
ing Hall, and the Jardine, Murphy and LSC 
Conference Rooms are all being started and 
done,” said Santilli.   
Members of the JCU Board of Directors 
will most likely receive an update on the cam-
pus Master Plan again in May, said Santilli.
Kate McCall
Campus Editor
 More parking options among proposals in Master Plan
Johanna Orozco still isn’t completely 
comfortable with how she looks, but she isn’t 
allowing that to stop her from telling her story 
and advocating for a change in how Ohio deals 
with juvenile offenders.
The story of her teenage relationship with 
an abusive boyfriend and her recovery from 
being shot in the face captured national media 
attention.  
Now a freshman at John Carroll Univer-
sity, Orozco spoke here last Wednesday about 
moving on, forgiveness and awareness of 
abuse in teenage relationships.
“At first I was ashamed and embarrassed 
of how I looked, but with the support of my 
family and friends, I said, ‘Why not?’ Let’s 
put it all out there,” she said about allowing 
The Plain Dealer to chronicle her story.  
One year after the attack, Orozco is now 
an advocate for a piece of stalled legislation 
that would better protect teenage victims of 
sexual assaults.  
Her attacker, Juan Ruiz, was released with 
an ankle bracelet after being charged with 
raping Orozco at knifepoint.
Ruiz’s release proved to be a costly mis-
take. He shot Orozco in the face at point-blank 
range on March 5, 2007.
The ankle bracelet took days to alert 
authorities when someone left the permitted 
area, but Orozco’s story has brought improve-
ments to the system. While changes have been 
made, she said there is no shortage of work 
to be done.
Orozco has become an inspiration for 
many. She described how she gives out her 
number to girls who approach at the mall 
and want to talk about their relationships. She 
thinks she is going to major is psychology at 
JCU because she wants to help people.
“As difficult as it was for her, I think she 
realized the importance of telling her story,” 
said Gus Chan, The Plain Dealer photographer 
who worked on her story.
Orozco said she has forgiven her ex-
boyfriend, who was convicted to 27 years in 
prison, though her face is a constant reminder 
of what he did to her.  In a letter published in 
The Plain Dealer, she wrote, “I am learning 
to love myself for who I am now.”
Still, Orozco hasn’t let anything stop her 
from bringing attention to abuse in young 
relationships.  
Cathleen Alexander, executive director of 
Cleveland’s Domestic Violence Center, said 
jealousy can be an early sign that a relation-
ship will turn abusive. 
 She said, “This is why it is hard sometimes 
for teenagers and older people to realize ‘Is 
this an abusive relationship, or does this per-
son really love me?’”
But Orozco is excited at the prospect of 
moving on with her life. Along with going to 
school, she said she writes poetry every day.
“If you work hard and you have faith, you 
can accomplish your dreams and your goals,” 
she said.
JCU student tells story of horror, then bravery
Andrew Rafferty
Managing Editor
Alexandria Ruden (left), an attorney with the Legal Aid Society, listens as JCU 
freshman Johanna Orozco tells of her multiple surgeries and recovery process. 
Photo by Kate McCall
is worth notifying students, someone with 
administrative access to the Web site would 
log on and send a message to the students who 
have signed up for it. 
    According to James Burke, director of 
computer systems and services, there are eight 
or so “canned” text messages that would be 
copied, pasted and altered to me the threat 
of the ongoing situation. This is to keep the 
time that it takes to alert the campus as low 
as possible.
From TEXT, p. 1 “How you word the text messages is very important,” said Burke. “They need to be 
short and clear otherwise they will cause more 
confusion.” 
The system can send around 8,000 text 
messages per minute. 
JCU Alert is provided through the Web site 
e2campus.com, which specializes in being 
able to have people sign up for a pre-estab-
lished group and then mass-communicate to 
them via e-mail and text messaging.
An off-shoot of the emergency prepared-
ness committee was established to determine 
what the best method would be to communi-
cate effectively with students if there was an 
emergency on campus.
According to Burke, e2campus.com 
seemed to be the best mechanism for that.
“We know that students have cell phones 
and so we figured that would be the best way 
to alert them of something,” said Burke, a 
member of the deciding committee.
One other possibility would have been a 
reverse 911 call where a system would call 
all the students that were signed up and play 
a pre-recorded voice message. 
However, it was decided that text messag-
ing was a more popular form of communica-
tion and much more efficient, according to 
Burke. 
Once you sign up online, a confirmation 
text will be sent to your phone to make sure 
that everything works smoothly.
Although the statistics at other universities 
suggest less than exciting student turnout on 
signing up for e2campus programs, Burke is 
hoping that is not the case at JCU. 
He strongly urges the community to sign 
up online.
 
March 6, 2008
A fire alarm went off in 
Sutowski Hall at 1:49 a.m.
March 6, 2008
A fire alarm went off in 
Millor Hall 11:59 p.m.
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Campus Calendar: March 13-19
14 15 191816
SUPB is sponsor-
ing comedian Kyle 
Cease tonight at 9 
p.m. in the Kulas 
Auditorium. The 
show is open to the 
public. Admission 
is free for students 
with a JCU ID and 
$5 for the public.
JCU’s own John 
Hart and his band 
Stage Crew will 
perform a pre-
Saint Patrick’s 
Day concert 
tonight at Jake’s 
Speakeasy, be-
neath Pizzazz at   
9 p.m.
The JCU baseball 
team will play                  
Capital University 
at 12 p.m. and 
Wittenberg 
University at 3 p.m. 
in the Wittenberg 
Invitational.
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday
The deadline to 
make changes to  
the online housing 
application is today.
The weekly SUPB 
meeting will take 
place tonight at       
9 p.m. in the 
Jardine Room. 
Bingo Night will 
take place at 9 p.m. 
in Schott Dining 
Hall. Snacks and 
refreshments will 
be provided, along 
with the opportu-
nity to win prizes. 
All are welcome to 
attend.
Lil Sibs Weekend 
begins today. The 
event includes 
the annual Carroll 
Carnival in the IM 
Gym as well as 
the Sacred Music 
Concert at 8 p.m. 
in the Saint Francis 
Chapel.
The dining hall 
will close after 
lunch today. The 
residence halls 
will close tonight 
at 7 p.m. for 
Easter Break. 
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Millor Orator applications now 
available
   All graduating seniors are now open to apply for the 
Millor Orator position. Applicants must be graduating 
and participating in the commencement exercises on 
May 18, 2008. The Millor Orator is the only member 
of the graduating class who will speak at graduation. 
Each applicant must submit a written speech. All ap-
plications and accompanying materials are due to the 
Office of Student Activities by 5 p.m. on Friday, April 
4. Auditions will be held on April 18. If you have any 
questions, contact Joel Mullner at 216-397-6217 or 
jmullner07@jcu.edu.
 National Survey of Student 
Engagement
   
   John Carroll University freshmen and seniors are in-
vited to participate in the 2008 National Survey of Stu-
dent Engagement. The NSSE asks students about their 
experiences through items related to effective educa-
tional practices. JCU last participated in the survey in 
2005. Students who participate will have the chance to 
win a gift certificate to a local restaurant or retail store. 
To view additional stories relating to the NSSE survey 
and student engagement, please view http://nsse.iub.
edu/html/inthenews.cfm.
   John Carroll University undergraduate and gradu-
ate students will be able to start registering for sum-
mer courses on March 17. This year, instead of pub-
lishing the entire brochure, all class offerings will be 
online. Students can pick up a pamphlet detailing how 
to apply, the summer calendar, tuition rates and housing 
opportunities. Tuition rates for undergraduates during 
the summer are on a per hour basis, costing less than 
a semester hour during the regular school year. Gradu-
ate tuition rates will remain the same, but adjustments 
may be applicable to different programs. Housing rates 
are also at a special discount for students enrolled in 
summer classes. Three online courses will be available 
this summer, with two being core applicable. These 
courses are Philosophy 101 with Sharon Kaye, Moral 
Decision Making with Paul Lauritzen and Management 
Information Systems with Marc Lynn. Acceptance 
into the MBA program is required to take Manage-
ment Information Systems. For more information on 
all summer courses and to learn how to register, go to 
www.jcu.edu/summer. 
Summer 2008 Class Offerings
Graduating seniors will have a unique opportunity 
to give back to the John Carroll University community 
this year.
The Senior Legacy Project is in the process of being 
reinstated after its last appearance in 2002.  The program 
was started in 1986 with 26 percent of the senior class 
participating.
The program is aimed at seniors who want to make a 
financial contribution to the community of $10, $20.08, 
$50, $75 or any other amount they are able to give.  
All the proceeds will go in the Carroll Fund, which 
contributes to the operating budget of JCU and makes 
certain that departments and organizations get adequate 
resources to create a positive atmosphere.
“Collecting a certain amount of money is not neces-
sarily the most important thing, but reaching a certain 
percentage of seniors participating is,” said Senior 
Class President Abby Joyce, who is spearheading the 
project.  
She added that even though the main goal of the 
project is to get 27 percent or more of the senior class 
participating in order to beat the record, reaching the 
goal of $2,008 “would be very exciting too.”
More specifically, the Carroll Fund provides support 
of scholarship and financial aid programs, academic en-
hancements, athletic programs, the mission and identity 
of the University, student activities, campus and ground 
maintenance and technology needs.
“Basically, the Senior Legacy project gives us a 
chance to give back to the institution that has shaped us 
as individuals so that JCU has the resources to continue 
producing graduates who excel after they leave here,” 
said Beth Wall, another senior leading the project.
JCU, along with many other institutions, relies 
heavily upon alumni and friends to keep tuition more 
affordable.  According to JCU’s Web site, educational 
costs have increased 37 percent, while government aid 
has decreased over the past ten years.
“The Office of University Advancement and the 
[Senior Legacy] committee are hoping to educate fu-
ture alumni about the importance of giving back and 
the very important role alumni participation has on the 
institution,” said Joyce.
The project was sidelined from 2002 until now 
because of the University-wide campaign to build the 
Dolan Science Center and Athletics Complex.  
During this time, many fund-raising programs 
were put on hiatus to focus on what were prioritized 
as larger issues.  
Putting aside these other fund-raising programs was 
“probably not the best long-term decision,” according 
to Joyce. “It is important to bring back the class gift 
program because it is vital to the success and mission 
of John Carroll.”
Representatives will be sitting in the atrium during 
lunch hours on the weeks of March 26-28 and March 
31-April 4.  
They will have brochures about the project and will 
assist seniors in making donations and teaching them 
how to donate on the Web site.  
The theme for the project this year is “Pay it For-
ward,” something that the Senior Legacy committee 
hopes every senior will do.
Andy Johnson 
Staff Reporter
Class of ‘08 plans to give back to JCU
From LSO, p. 3
Fund, going over the LSO budget by $832.
 “It is up to only the LSO representatives to vote 
on each request for money,” said sophomore Shaylyn 
Mahoney, vice president for business affairs. 
“LSO representatives hold all of the power of allocat-
ing the funds and it is their duty to vote conscientiously 
as to where the money they vote on will be going,” said 
Mahoney. 
“Once a request is passed, the money goes into the 
organization’s account and is ready for use.”
Organizations are able to request funding by filling 
out a budget request form. 
These forms are then reviewed by Capasso to make 
sure that the LSO guidelines are being followed. 
Every student organization has one LSO representa-
tive that is required to attend a monthly meeting in which 
the requests are presented and voted upon. 
In order to pass a request, said Mahoney, a majority 
of 50 percent plus one is required.
Requests of $3,000 or more need a two-thirds major-
ity to pass.
LSO has also an administrative body called the 
Student Organization Review Board, which is led by 
Capasso. 
The other SORB members include Mahoney, Auditor 
for Student Organizations sophomore Matt Pinto, and 
Coordinator for Organization Development and Com-
munication junior Katie Reece. 
The SORB ensures that LSO process runs smoothly 
and solves problems such as the situation that just oc-
curred. 
Many student organizations were forced to recon-
figure their budgets after the March 5 meeting. 
As a result, there is currently $730 remaining in 
the General Fund. 
Two of the original requests by student organiza-
tions were denied, which will allow for the distribution 
of more money.
 “In the future, I’d like to see the amount of money 
in the service fund number rise so we have a greater 
pool to pull from,” said McBride. 
“Service is huge on our campus and if it is so 
important, why shouldn’t there be more money in 
the fund?”
In order to prevent a financial problem from reoc-
curring, Capasso and the SORB have been working to 
come up with a few solutions for the future. 
“The Student Organization Review Board is work-
ing on restructuring LSO,” said Capasso. 
“Right now, we are researching how other Ohio 
and Jesuit colleges about our size handle finances and 
allocation for organizations. 
“This should be done by the end of the semester 
and put in place in the fall,” she said.  
The money within LSO is generated through the 
Student Activity Fee, which is a part of every student’s 
tuition. 
Although the SAF is being raised by $110, it is 
unknown how this will impact LSO funding for next 
year. 
Student organizations will be able to submit their 
final financial requests on Tuesday, March 18.
 The LSO representatives will reconvene after break 
on March 26 at 5 p.m.
We’ve made some exciting changes to registration 
and course offerings for Summer 2008!
For complete course schedules, visit www.laroche.edu/summercollege.
• More classtime options through 3-week, 5-week, 8-week and/or 10-week sessions.
• Classes only on Monday through Thursday – long weekends! 
• Online registration will remain open until the beginning of each summer session.
• Start times vary for some sessions, making it easier to fit classes into work or vacation schedules.
• More courses = greater options.
• Reduce your fall 2008 course load, accelerate work toward your degree, or start/complete 
work towards a minor or second major.
• If you have time for only one on-campus course, consider taking additional courses online.
We offer a variety of online courses over the summer.
• No financial aid hassles: Special discounted summer tuition – and no fees!
Classes begin May 2008!
9000 Babcock Boulevard, Pittsburgh, PA 15237 • 412-536-1265 
For more information, e-mail us at summercollege@laroche.edu
Summer College has never been so easy and affordable!
    Arts & Life
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As children, Saint Patrick’s Day served 
as an excuse for another classroom party 
and shamrock shaped cookies. As college 
students, it is an excuse to put aside your 
school work for a day to dress in green and 
head to downtown Cleveland for the holiday 
parade. 
One cannot help but enjoy themselves 
on Saint Patrick’s Day, but in the flood of 
excitement that this day brings, do we ever 
find time to wonder why the word saint is in 
front of Patrick?
Saint Patrick, whose actual name was 
Maewyn, was born in Wales in 385 AD, 
according to www.history.com. As a young 
man, he was far from religious, in fact, until 
the age of 16, he considered himself a pagan. 
It was not until he was sold into slavery that 
he became closer to God. 
According to www.history.com, after 
spending six years in slavery, Saint Patrick es-
caped to Gaul where he studied in a monastery 
for 12 years. It is here that he realized he was 
called to convert pagans to Christianity.
Patrick was ordained a Bishop in 432 by 
Pope Celestine. Shortly after, 25-year-old 
Patrick went on a mission to Ireland, accord-
ing to www.history.com. It was through this 
mission that Patrick converted Ireland to 
Christianity. 
During this mission, Patrick used the ex-
ample of the shamrock to explain the Trinity 
to the native people. Many also believe that 
during this time Patrick drove all the snakes, 
a pagan symbol, out of Ireland. 
Patrick is the one responsible for bringing 
the Latin alphabet to Ireland. He also traveled 
throughout Ireland establishing monasteries, 
schools and churches in order to help in con-
verting the pagans. 
Thirty years later, at the conclusion of his 
mission, Patrick retired to County Down in 
Emily Wagner 
Staff Reporter
The man behind the holiday
Northern Ireland. He died on March 17, 461. 
This date is now Saint Patrick’s Day. 
According to www.history.com, Saint Pat-
rick’s Day customs came to America in 1737. 
It was in Boston that this holiday was first 
publicly celebrated in America. The celebra-
tion in Ireland is more of a religious matter, 
while in America, the holiday has become a 
festive occasion.
“I celebrate Saint Patrick’s Day by getting 
together with friends and going to the parade 
downtown, to soak up the atmosphere,” said 
junior Matt Huml. 
So, this year as you dress yourself in 
green, pause and reflect on what the day re-
ally celebrates.
St. Patty’s Day 
hot spots
Flannery’s Pub
Flannery’s will hold its 12th 
annual St. Patty’s Day celebra-
tion opening at 5:30 a.m. on 
March 17 and food will be 
served starting at 9:00 a.m. 
The Boys from County Hell will 
provide live entertainment 
from 12:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
Sullivan’s Irish Pub 
and Restaurant
Located in Lakewood, 
Sullivan’s will host The Whis-
key Island Ramblers from 8:00 
p.m to 11:00 p.m. While serv-
ing up drinks and continuing 
their weekly specials. 
Greenisland 
Restaurant 
This renovated space was 
once a Dominoes pizza parlor, 
but now gives the taste and 
feel of Northern Ireland. For a 
family friendly holiday head 
on over to Greenisland 
in Eaton Way.
                              
                            - Compiled by Lena Chapin
St. Patrick’s Day was named for Saint Patrick, the man responsible for bringing 
Christianity to Ireland.
Photo courtesy of allsaintsbrookline.org
- Compiled by Rachel Szuch
Pale Imitations 
Improv Troupe
Powerhouse Pub
8:00 p.m. 
FREE
Check out what’s happening this week:
3/14  3/15
 3/17  3/18
 3/13
 2/16
Black 47
Beachland Ballroom
9:00 p.m. 
$15-$17
Austin Charanghat
Parkview Nite Club
9:30 p.m. 
FREE
The Sub City 
Take Action Tour 
House of Blues
7:00 p.m. 
$18-$21
Happy 
St. Patrick’s Day
 A Concert In The Key Of 
Love feat. Frequency / Exit 
Cleveland / The Todd Mar-
shall Band / All That’s Mine
 Grog Shop
5:30 p.m.
$6
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Cleveland international film festival
Playing 136 feature films and 160 shorts from 60 different 
countries over an 11-day period, makes for one incredible 
event. March 6 kicked off the 32nd annual Cleveland Inter-
national Film Festival at Tower City Center in the heart of 
downtown Cleveland. 
Bill Guentzler, the festival's artistic director, programmed 
the 2008 festival, shooting all of the features that are shown 
during the event and managing the shorts programming com-
mittee. He has worked with the festival for ten years and is 
excited about the new additions made to this year's event. 
Rachel Szuch
Arts & Life Editor
Bill Guentzler tells us what to see at the 2008 CIFF. 
Photo courtesy of the Cleveland Film Society
The Artistic Director of the 32nd annual CIFF highlights this year’s festival
“There are two new sidebars this year; ‘It’s Easy Being 
Green,’ which is about the environment, and ‘Women of 
the World,’ which is about strong images in women,” said 
Guentzler. 
“We are also launching our ‘From the Page to the Projec-
tor’ award, celebrating one person with a foot in the literary 
world and a foot in the film world,” he said. This year, the 
award went to Michael Cunningham, the writer of the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning novel, “The Hours.”
The festival will run through March 16. Advance tickets are 
available at $11 and day-of-show tickets are $10 for students 
and $12 for the general public. Call 866.865.FILM or visit 
clevelandfilm.org for more information.                                            
Fashion from 16th century Austria at the CMA 
Rachel Szuch
Arts & Life Editor
What: 
New exhibit:
‘Arms and Armor from 
Imperial Austria’
When:
Through Sunday, June 1. 
Tuesday-Sunday:
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday & Friday:
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
March 14 at 9:30 a.m. 
March 15 at 7:30 p.m. 
March 16 at 11:45 a.m. 
SH
OW
TI
M
ES
:
March 16 at 2:15 p.m.
‘Young @ Heart’
‘Ben X’
Q & A with Bill Guentzler
What are your favorite films from this year’s program?
“Ben X” is my favorite film this year; it is Belgium’s submission for the Foreign Oscar. 
It is about an autistic high school boy and how he overcomes that and being bullied, all 
while imagining that he is a character in a video game. Also, “Young at Heart,” which 
is a late edition to the festival. It is about a singing group that started in the early 80s 
in a retirement home. It follows them on their latest tour as they sing 
contemporary music, such as Coldplay and Sonic Youth.
What is the strongest local film from the "Local Hero's" section?
It's weird because a lot of our local films are by people who live elsewhere. 
But, I would say that the strongest is "One Bad Cat." It is a documentary about the 
Rev. Albert Wagner, who is an "outsider" artist who works from his home on 
Saint Clair Avenue in east Cleveland.
Who is the director for the Director's Spot Light this year? 
John Sayles, he is probably the epitome of independent filmmaking. We are really ex-
cited to have him here. His film, “Return of the Secaucus Seven,” was viewed at the fifth 
Cleveland Independent Film Festival. He is known for his willingness to tackle tough 
subjects, while pushing the limits of traditional genres. 
Where:
Cleveland Museum of Art
11150 East Blvd.
Admission:
Adults- $15
Children & Seniors- $10
To purchase tickets call 
216.421.7340 or visit
Clevelandart.org.
-Compiled by Rachel Szuch
The Cleveland Museum of Art 
recently opened a new exhibit that 
brings more than 300 pieces from 
Europe’s only surviving Renais-
sance armory, to Cleveland. 
“Arms and Armor from Impe-
rial Austria” showcases weap-
ons and suits of armor from the 
Landeszeughaus Armory in Graz. 
According to the museum’s As-
sistant Director of Communica-
tions James Kopniske, this is the 
first time that armor from the 
Landeszeughaus Armory has been 
in the Midwest. 
The armory in Graz is home 
to approximately 30,000 pieces–
enough armor to equip an army of 
5,000. The armory was originally 
created to protect Graz from the 
Turkish expansion that was taking 
place during the late Middle Ages. 
The armor is from the height of 
the Renaissance and displays the 
“highest level of skill and artistry 
of the 1500s,” said Kopniske. 
He explained that during the 
1500s the art of armory reached 
its peak because after this point, 
weaponry became more advanced 
and therefore armor was less nec-
essary. 
Stephen Fliegel, a curator at the 
CMA who co-organized the exhibit, 
said, “endings can be just as fasci-
nating as beginnings.”
The exhibit is set up in such 
a way that it puts the armor in a 
larger social and cultural context by 
using paintings, graphics and other 
art from the 16th century. Even the 
armor itself is arranged as if it is 
actually alive, putting its audience 
in the action of the 16th century. An 
allegorical painting of Emperor 
Charles V as ruler of the world 
is one of the paintings on display. 
It is an oil painting on canvas by 
Peter Paul Rubens, a Flemish artist 
(1577-1640). 
The paintings display the “so-
ciety in which it [the armor] was 
used and their historical context,” 
said Fliegel. Another piece that is 
used to put the armor in context is 
the “Knight, Death, and the Devil” 
by German artist Albrecht Dürer. 
The work is an engraving, done 
in 1513.
The exhibit is accompanied by 
an audio tour, making the experi-
ence more vivid. The audio tells 
the story of armory in Graz and 
the people of the area. It includes 
dialogue, music from the period and 
contextual information about how 
the armor was made. This added 
luxury comes included with the 
admission price.
The exhibit was informative and 
truly worked to put the audience in 
a different time and place. It is more 
than art on display; it is an experi-
ence in history that you can’t get 
form reading a book. 
“Arms and Armor from Imperial 
Austria” runs through June 1 at the 
CMA.
Photo courtesy of the Cleveland Museum of Art
Black-and-white three-quarter armor for a nobleman, made of 
Iron and leather in 1550, by Austrian artist, Michael Witz the 
Younger (1525-1565). On loan from the Landeszeughaus in Graz.
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The annual WJCU Radiothon came to a 
close after a week of fund-raising and benefit 
concerts. The second and final of two benefit 
concerts was held at the Jigsaw Saloon in 
Solon on Feb. 22. Together, the concerts 
raised $2,500 for 
the station.
M a n y  l o c a l 
bands volunteered 
at this year’s event. 
Among them were 
the ever popular 
Cellbound and a 
Parma band, Soul-
less.  
S o u l l e s s  h a s 
been together for 
10 years. “We were 
delighted to be a part of the WJCU Radiothon 
fundraiser,” said Jim Lippucci, one member 
of the five-person band. 
“College radio is really important to this 
band,” said Lippucci. “It is the only place that 
will play bands like us; commercial radio has 
turned into a wasteland.” 
Mark Krieger, the general manager of 
WJCU, was thrilled with this year’s Radio-
thon. “We’re always pleased by this show of 
support from our listeners,” he said. “The vast 
majority has no association with JCU, other 
than through our radio station.”
O v e r a l l ,  t h e 
WJCU Radiothon 
2008 was a success. 
The totals have not 
been calculated yet, 
but they are expected 
to be somewhere in 
the mid $30,000s. 
This estimate is 
just a few thousand 
short of the set goal 
of $40,000, but still 
far ahead of last 
year’s drive, which netted about $31,000. 
Krieger said, “I fully expect that we will 
exceed our $40,000 goal next year, at which 
point we will raise the bar another notch for 
2010.”
“I fully expect that we will 
exceed our $40,000 goal next 
year, at which point we will 
raise the bar another notch 
for 2010.”
-Mark Krieger
WJCU General Manager
Colleen Saunier
The Carroll News
WJCU Radiothon 2008 comes to a close
Want to join The Carroll News?
e-mail us at jcunews@jcu.edu.
We need writers, photographers and assistant editors.
Photo by Bill Peters
The lead singer of Soulless, Jim Lippucci, performed at the second WJCU 
Radiothon benefit concert at the Jigsaw Saloon on Feb. 22.
‘Marinello One Acts’ opens tonight
‘Caught in the Act’  actors, Christopher Angelotti and Emma Taylor during curtain call at a One Acts rehearsal.
The 11th annual “Marinello One Acts” 
opens tonight, featuring three plays written 
by John Carroll University students. The One 
Acts will be held March 13-16.  
Seniors Chris Hooton and Andrea Hardges, 
along with graduate student Matt McGrath, 
will showcase their productions in the 
Marinello Little Theatre.  
Hooton wrote his play “Old Man’s First 
Date” and cast actors that he felt would be 
“fun and engaging people on stage.” Junior 
Justin Tyler Ellis and junior Gabriella Pelosi 
will star in the play as Bill and Cindy, two 
middle-aged widowers on their first date after 
their spouses’ deaths. 
Ellis and Pelosi are joined on stage by 
JCU students senior John Rudell and junior 
Trisha Carey. With elements of both comedy 
and sympathy, Hooton’s play features sev-
eral funny moments including Bill’s clothing 
debacle in trying to look cool. The play is 
based on a short story that Hooton started in 
his “Introduction to Fiction” class.
Hootons love of comedy stems from his 
admiration of actor Steve Martin’s plays. 
“Life is never over and it continues even after 
a big set back,” said Hooton. The characters 
take this idea to heart putting themselves 
through the agony of a rough first date after 
being married to other people for years. “You 
should continue to get out there and carry on,” 
said Hooton.
McGrath directed the play “Caught in the 
Act,” featuring sophomore Emma Taylor and 
senior Christopher Angelotti. Also a comedy, 
McGrath hopes that his production will give 
a positive message to the audience. 
“Taylor and Angelotti present great chem-
istry on stage and fit the parts perfectly,” 
McGrath said. Circulating around two charac-
ters that are stuck in a play and cannot figure 
out what to do or say, “Caught in the Act” 
depicts their struggle in not having a script to 
work with from the play’s writer. 
“Life is short and you should enjoy it and 
laugh at every opportunity,” McGrath said.
Holly Duns
Staff Reporter
Hardges’ directs three scenes from the 
popular play “A Colored Museum.” This play 
brings excitement and history together as the 
two main characters set foot on a journey 
through a museum. While walking, the arti-
facts come to life and tell the two characters 
a story.
The “Marinello One Acts” will be per-
formed on March 13, 14, and 15 at 7:30 p.m. 
and also on March 16 at 2:00 p.m. Tickets cost 
$5 with reservations or $7 at the door.  For 
more information, call 216-397-4428.
Photo courtesy of Eric Simna
All human beings have the right to be free from 
violence, the right to be heard, and the right to 
reclaim those rights if they are violated.
April 21-25
Join JCU and the surrounding community 
to take a stand against sexual assault and 
violence.
E-mail TBTNatJCU@gmail.com for 
more information or to become involved
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Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE)
Global not-profit organization, established in more than 40 countries all around 
the world
WHAT IS SIFE: SIFE establishes student teams on university campuses. 
These teams are led by faculty advisor, Scott Allen, and they are challenged 
to develop community outreach projects that reach SIFE’s five educational 
topics:
Market Economics •	
Success Skills •	
Entrepreneurship •	
Financial Literacy •	
Business Ethics •	
WHAT DO MEMBERS DO? Discover a need in the community, around campus, 
or around the world.  Create projects that will help people in need, educate 
students, and help others around the globe.
 
EXAMPLES OF JCU SIFE PROJECTS: Food drives, seminars on success skills, 
JCU survival guide, mentoring/tutoring in inner city schools, investment club, 
entrepreneurship mentorship program, and educational session on “How to 
Become a Millionaire by the Time Your 40!” 
Learn more by contacting: Candace Miller – cmiller10@jcu.edu.
Get a FREE Large Pizza 
with the purchase of an Extra 
Large Pizza @ regular price.
JCU75
LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS
14480 Cedar Road
University Heights, OH  44121
CALL US @
(216) 381-6500
WE DELIVER!!
YOU CAN ALSO VISIT US 
@ ZEPPES.COM
      Hours
Mon-Weds: 11am- 10pm
Thursday- 11am- 11pm
Fri-Sat- 11am- Midnight
Sunday- 12pm- 10pm
NOTHIN’ SAYS 
“IRISH”
LIKE….
4285 MAYFIELD ROAD
SOUTH EUCLID
CELEBRATE ALL 
WEEKEND!!
CHECK OUT ALL OUR 
GREAT SPECIALS!!
INCLUDING
CORNED BEEF 
SANDWICHES- $6.00
*SHAMROCK SHIRTS 
AVAILABLE*
*ONLY 2 MILES FROM JCU
BELVOIR TO MAYFIELD
RIGHT ON MAYFIELD
(NEXT TO T-MOBILE)
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Ephren W. 
Taylor II 
The youngest 
African-American 
CEO of a publicly 
traded company
Katie Sheridan
Features Editor
“Many people say ‘wow 
that was a success,’ but 
what you forget about is 
all the failures I had to 
go through to get there.” 
Ephren Taylor
AGE 17
He created GoFerretGo.
com, a multi-million 
dollar company.
AGE 12
Started his first 
business selling video 
games that he made.
AGE 24
Launched the Urban 
Wealth Tour.
AGE 19
Decided to retire.
Ephren Taylor II has appeared on “20/20” 
and “Montel,” managed money for Snoop 
Dogg, and when he throws his Kentucky 
Derby party, Ludacris shows up.  
At only 25, Taylor is the youngest Af-
rica- American CEO of a publicly traded 
company and has been called “a walking 
piece of history,” by many. 
To him, more important than any ac-
colade is where he came from and how he 
made it to the top.   
The Office of Multi-Cultural Affairs 
brought Taylor to John Carroll University 
for black history month because his story 
of success at such a young age gives hope 
and awe to those who hear it. Taylor did not 
come from a wealthy background.  He said, 
“Every single one of you probably started 
out with more advantages than I have prob-
ably ever had in my life.”
This was a difficult statement to believe 
coming from a multi-millionaire. His life 
began in Carlyle, Miss. He lived in the small 
town with no stop light or stop sign, and in 
a house with no hot water.   
His family moved almost every 18 
months.  Finally, his father announced that 
he would be taking a permanent job in Kan-
sas City, Kan.  
This is when Taylor picked up the hobby 
of playing video games, a hobby that would 
start his first business.
His family was very frugal, so when he 
and his two younger brothers made their 
Christmas list, he thought there was no 
way he’d be getting a game system.  That 
year, to their surprise, they received the 
Nintendo.  The old systems came with two 
free games, but only one controller.  With 
three boys sharing one controller  Taylor 
had a plan.  He said, “I was smart.  I let my 
younger brothers fight over the controller 
and let them get grounded and boom I had 
the game system all to myself.” 
The problem was there were still only 
two games.  Taylor quickly surpassed the 
levels and the games were dull.  He pleaded 
with his parents to buy them more, but the 
answer was always no.  
“I’m asking my mom one day, ‘Mom 
can you get me this game?’ and she says no, 
but then she asked a question that changes 
the rest of my life. ‘Ephren, why don’t you 
try to figure out how to make your own 
game?’” said Taylor.  At first, 12-year-old 
Taylor didn’t know what to do with this 
idea.  Then he did what all children are told 
to do when they want to learn something, 
he went to the library. However, the librar-
ian told him they didn’t have any books on 
video programming. 
“But, one Friday night I’m hanging out 
at the bookstore, which tells you all you 
need to know about my social life,” said 
Taylor.  He stumbled upon a book called, 
“How to Make a Video Game in 21 Days.” 
       The only problem was it cost $49.95.  With 
parents who prevented their sons from pur-
chasing shoes over $50, the chances of them 
shelling out money was slim to none.   
His parents saw it as an investment and 
bought Ephren the 500-page book.  He 
started reading it right away.  The book 
began with “Video game programming is 
the hardest form of programming that you 
will ever do.” 
Despite personal discouragement, he 
finally figured it out, and others started to 
notice.  At only 12 years old, he sold his first 
video game, thus starting his career. 
In 8th grade his teacher asked the students 
in the class what they wanted to be when 
they grew up.  Taylor’s dream was to be 
Michael Jordan because he was rich.  The 
other kids in his class mentioned Bill Gates 
and Warren Buffet.  
“I thought they were a country music 
group. I figured it was Jimmy Buffet’s broth-
er or something.”  It wasn’t until several 
weeks later that he learned that Bill Gates 
was the richest man in America.   
Taylor started creating Internet compa-
nies. One company paid him $3,800 for a 
two-week project.  He later learned that the 
company made $800,000 from his work.  In 
9th grade, he created a job service Web 
site for high school and college students, 
goferrettgo.com.  On this site, teens could 
write a press release and be published in the 
newspaper for six weeks.  
“Who better to know how to market to 
high school or college students than high 
school or college students?” said Tay-
lor.  He took his disadvantages and turned 
it around.  With that he began the business. 
He and his partner now had a  $3.5 million 
business, which they sold so they could 
move on. In fact, his high school teacher quit 
his job and started working for Taylor.
“Many people say ‘wow that was a suc-
cess,’ but what you forget about is all the 
failures we had to go through to get there,” 
said Taylor. Despite any failures, Taylor 
retired at 19, an undeniable feat.  
However, he said, “I didn’t become 
successful until I started giving back.”  His 
father had started a church, so he started 
buying and selling homes and donating the 
money to the church.  
He recently launched his Urban Wealth 
Tour.  According to blacknews.com, “The 
tour promotes economic empowerment, 
affordable housing and entrepreneurship 
in urban communities.”  Taylor remains 
constantly busy.  
Photo courtesy of www.prweb.com
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JCU grads making it big
Howard W. Hanna
CEO – Howard Hanna Holdings, Inc.
Hanna is Chief Executive Officer of one of the largest real estate firms in 
the United States.  He is also a former board member of the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center System and currently sits on boards for various 
Catholic charities and organizations in Pittsburgh.
Bob Dickinson
CEO – Carnival Cruise Lines
Since becoming president of Carnival Cruise Lines in 1993, Bob Dickinson 
has led a distinguished career in travel. A recipient of the “Travel Executive 
of the Year,” Dickinson sits on the board of United Way of Miami-Dade 
County and the National Academy Foundation.
Kathleen O’Neil
CEO – Liberty Street Advisors
A 1974 graduate, O’Neil has worked for IBM and the Federal Reserve 
System in her career.  She has recently started her own advising firm, 
Liberty Street Advisors. O’Neil received an MBA from the Wharton 
Graduate School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania.
Umberto Fedeli
President and CEO, Fedeli Group
Fedeli is president of one of the largest private brokerage firms in Ohio.  
Whether its his former appointment to the Ohio Turnpike Commission or 
his service on the board of the Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Fedeli has left 
a lasting mark on Cleveland and Ohio. 
John Pellegrene
Executive Vice President of Marketing, Target
The marketing wizard behind Target Corporation, John Pellegrene recently 
retired from his position and made a donation that allowed John Carroll 
University to receive a 500 year-old illuminated Saint John’s Bible.
Photos courtesy of JCU Alumni Office
Compiled by Colin Beisel
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Brad’s Journal
Going 
Environmental
Environmentalism has become a cult of sorts over the past decade. 
“Going green” as they call it has become the new hip thing to do. Many 
celebrities and politicians have ascended to the forefront of this movement 
in an attempt to win the prize of biggest hypocrite. 
Let me explain: almost every celeb or politician you see who consis-
tently talks about how we as people are ruining the environment them-
selves do more damage to it than almost anybody. It is us, the layperson, 
that unfairly bears the brunt of the blame. Take Al Gore, the king of the 
crusade to stop the impending Armageddon that is global warming, or 
excuse me, global climate change, for example. 
As we all know, Al was able to take home the Nobel Peace Prize be-
cause he made a movie called “An Inconvenient Truth” that illuminates 
how, if the current warming trend continues, we are on a collision course 
with disaster. In the movie, Gore claims, “The planet has a fever!” 
The planet might have a fever Al, but you are giving me a headache. 
I don’t know how many people realize this but Al Gore’s home, which is 
a mansion, uses as much energy in one day as a normal-sized house uses 
in a month. Gore also likes to fly to his appearances and liberal love-fests 
on private Gulfstream jet planes which are also large polluters. 
Al Gore is a typical liberal – do as I say, not as I do. Sometimes I wish 
Gore and his cronies would eat some “green” meat.
I am no expert, but if you ask me, I personally think that global warm-
ing is a bunch of bull. Could the Earth potentially be warming up? Sure, 
I don’t see why not. But to this point, I have seen absolutely no concrete 
physical or empirical evidence to suggest that humans are directly re-
sponsible for any uptick in temperature. In fact, just 30 years ago, some 
news publications were printing stories about how the Earth was entering 
a period of global cooling. 
Many climate change alarmists say the Earth is warming at a rate of 
one degree every 100 years. That is not a typo. That’s one whole degree 
every century. I guess that means that by the year 3500, Cleveland might 
have a balmy winter.
 It seems to me that our planet goes through normal cycles of change 
every so often. Remember, about 10,000 years ago there was an Ice Age, 
which was not a result of human pollution. Also, we came out of that 
Ice Age which means that temperatures on our planet got warmer, again, 
not because of any human influence. Coming back to more recent times, 
most research I have seen when it comes to temperatures shows that the 
warmest decade in the past 100 years was the 1930s.
 Look, my objective here is not to make excuses for people who 
carelessly pollute our air and water. I want nothing more than to see this 
planet remain as pristine and beautiful as possible. I do consider myself 
to be an environmentalist, I am just not in the business of trying to scare 
the daylights out of people to meet those objectives. 
There are a few simple things that we all should do to make sure our 
planet stays healthy. First, we should all recycle as much as possible.  If 
products are reusable, we should reuse them. This is not rocket science 
folks. Next, we should expect large businesses and industries to put filters 
on smoke stacks and refrain from dumping any type of pollutant into 
bodies of water. And if they do, they should be prosecuted to the fullest 
extent of the law. Third, our government should be pro-active in protecting 
wildlife and nature from too much de-forestation and hunting. 
And finally, we must elect Barack Obama president because when 
we do he will give the most eloquent and inspiring speech about global 
warming ever given and the problem will miraculously disappear. Is it 
me or does Obama sound like The Rock? 
Seriously, check that out next time he orates. In fact, the Obama cam-
paign should use that as a way to reach out to even more young people. 
It should go a little something like: “Vote Obama for President if you 
smelllll what Barack, is cookin’.” Jabroni.
NY Gov. Eliot Spitzer in trouble after 
being implicated in prostitution ring
Gov. Eliot Spitzer, the crusading 
politician who built his career on 
rooting out corruption, apologized 
Monday after allegations surfaced 
that he paid thousands of dollars for 
a high-end call girl. 
At a hastily called news con-
ference, Spitzer stood next to his 
stone-faced wife and bit his lips, 
telling reporters: “I have acted in a 
way that violates my obligations to 
my family.”
As he walked out, reporters 
shouted: “Will you resign?” He did 
not answer.
The New York Democrat’s in-
volvement in the ring was caught 
on a federal wiretap as part of an in-
vestigation opened in recent months, 
according to a law enforcement of-
ficial who spoke to The Associated 
Press on condition of anonymity 
because of the ongoing inquiry.
According to the law enforce-
ment official, Spitzer is the person 
identified in legal papers as “Client 
9,” who paid to bring the prostitute 
named “Kristen” from New York to 
Washington for a four-hour tryst at 
a hotel on Feb. 13.
The client paid $4,300 in cash to 
the service, with some being used 
for the encounter and the rest ap-
parently to be used for credit. When 
discussing how the payments would 
be arranged, Client 9 told Lewis: 
“Yup, same as in the past, no ques-
tion about it,” suggesting it was a 
routine exchange.
In a conversation with the book-
ing agent, Kristen said that she liked 
the client and that she did not think 
he was difficult. 
Spitzer has not been charged, and 
prosecutors did not comment on the 
case. The four defendants charged 
in the case last week were charged 
with violating the federal Mann Act, 
a 1910 law that outlaws traveling 
across state lines for prostitution.
Spitzer spoke about an hour and 
a half later. Stunned lawmakers 
gathered around televisions at the 
state Capitol in Albany to watch, 
and a media mob gathered outside 
the office of Democratic Lt. Gov. 
David Paterson, who would become 
governor if Spitzer were to resign. It 
took opponents only minutes to call 
for his resignation.
Spitzer, 48, built his political 
reputation on rooting out corrup-
tion, including several headline-
making battles with Wall Street 
while serving as attorney general. 
He stormed into the governor’s of-
fice in 2006 with a historic share of 
the vote, vowing to continue his no-
nonsense approach to fixing one of 
the nation’s worst governments.
Time magazine had named him 
“Crusader of the Year” when he was 
attorney general and the tabloids 
proclaimed him “Eliot Ness.”
Bruno wouldn’t comment when 
asked what Spitzer should do.
“I feel very badly for the gov-
ernor’s wife, for his children,” 
Bruno said. “The important thing 
for the people of New York state 
is that people in office do the right 
thing.”
Spitzer, who has three teenage 
daughters, had served two terms as 
attorney general where he pursued 
criminal and civil cases and cracked 
down on misconduct and conflicts 
of interests on Wall Street and in 
corporate America. His cases as 
state attorney general included 
a few criminal prosecutions of 
prostitution rings and into tourism 
involving prostitutes.
In 2004, he was part of an in-
vestigation of an escort service in 
New York City that resulted in the 
arrest of 18 people on charges of 
promoting prostitution and related 
charges.
Last week oil prices rose to a new 
record of $106.54 a barrel in midst 
of tension between oil producers 
Venezuela and Colombia. Crude 
oil contracts have risen after a weak 
U.S. jobs report, according to The 
Associated Press.
Rebels from Venezuela attacked 
and shut down a Colombian pipeline 
that transports over 60,000 barrels 
of oil a day in retaliation for the 
Colombian raid into Ecuador. Ven-
ezuela also threatened to nationalize 
Colombian-owned businesses and 
briefly sent troops to the country’s 
border.
According to The New York 
Times, “The surge to a new record 
high was also driven by a U.S. Labor 
Department report that said employ-
ers cut 63,000 jobs in February, the 
biggest drop in five years.” In addi-
tion, Wall Street showed employers 
cut payrolls for a second straight 
month in February.
Many are now looking to the 
Federal Reserve to take action to 
help the national economy. Some 
experts predict a reduction in inter-
est rates, which would encourage 
consumers to spend rather than 
invest. 
The Federal Reserve is sched-
uled to meet on March 18. Other 
analysts have argued the Federal 
Reserve should not change the rates. 
The stock market has also been in-
credibly volatile dropping below the 
12,000 mark. On Thursday however, 
the market rallied for more than 400 
points, its largest one day gain since 
2002, according to the AP.
The current economic state poses 
the biggest hurdle FED Chairman 
Ben Bernanke has faced since re-
placing Alan Greenspan. 
Having already cut short-term 
interest rates by almost half since 
September, Bernanke painted a 
grim picture of consumers reluctant 
to spend, businesses reluctant to 
invest and banks reluctant to lend. 
Furthermore, housing prices keep 
falling.
Lindsay Calkins, economics 
professor at JCU, said she finds 
parallels between recent economic 
trends and those of the 1970s, wide-
ly known as “stagflation.” Oil also 
rose to new heights during this time, 
while unemployment increased.
With the lowering interest rates, 
Calkins believes we face a situation 
of “inflation vs. unemployment and 
growth.” By lowering interest rates 
The FED may improve the growth 
of the economy, however inflation 
could rise at the same time. 
The dollar has slipped 24 percent 
against the six largest currencies 
within the last five years. Yet a 
weak dollar can be both beneficial 
and harmful for the U.S. economy. 
The tradeoff occurs between an 
increase in U.S. exports vs. reduced 
imports. Consumers have responded 
to fears the economy has entered a 
recession. 
According to The Wall Street 
Journal, weak February sales par-
ticularly hit major department store 
chains, including Target, which adds 
to the evidence consumers have cut 
spending. 
The term recession is generally 
defined as a two quarter drop in 
GDP. Many suspect the first quarter 
of 2008 may be the first quarter to 
accomplish this, according to the 
AP. 
Over recent years, the U.S. 
recessions have been considerably 
shorter than previous decades. The 
last recession followed after 9/11 
and lasted into 2002, according to 
the AP.
Oil hits new high, job losses at five year low
The Associated Press
Brad Michael Negulescu
World News Editor
Nick Buzzy
The Carroll News
Gov. Eliot Spitzer, with wife at his side, announces involvement 
in prostitution ring
Contact Brad at: bnegulescu10@jcu.edu
AP Photo
World News
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The Democratic presidential 
race just got a little more intense 
and looks to continue until at least 
the early spring. Aside from both 
candidates remaining in a stalemate 
and fighting for every vote and del-
egate, they now have to confront the 
issue of the Florida and Michigan 
primary problem. 
Both Florida and Michigan were 
stripped of its delegates by the 
Democratic National Committee 
when they moved their primary 
dates without approval from the 
DNC. 
With the race appearing to need 
every delegate, the issue of whether 
to have a revote in both states 
comes to the forefront.
The individual states have begun 
to weigh the pros and cons having 
state-wide revotes. The biggest 
problem for both the states is 
money, according to The Associ-
ated Press. 
According to John Carroll  Uni-
versity political science professor 
Larry Schwab, “The leadership 
of the two states does not want to 
pay for it.”
Recent talk of a mail-in vote 
has gained traction in Florida, but 
where the money is going to come 
from remains the biggest question. 
The two states need money for the 
general elections against Sen. John 
McCain. 
According to Schwab, “The 
party leadership would ideally want 
to say, ‘These are the rules. You 
broke the rules.’ In reality, they do 
not want to offend the people in 
Michigan and Florida. They want 
to make this look fair.”
A combined 313 delegates are at 
stake between Florida and Michi-
gan, and both candidates remain 
at different ends about a solution. 
According to The New York Times, 
“David Plouffe, Mr. Obama’s cam-
paign manager, floated the idea of 
allocating the delegates from the 
two states 50-50.”
The New York Times continued 
to state that this solution would give 
both states and their delegates a 
chance to participate in the general 
elections.
With Clinton winning both pri-
maries in Florida and Michigan, the 
campaign is pushing for a revote. 
The New York senator received 
50 percent of the vote in Florida, 
opposed to Obama’s 33 percent, 
according to The New York Times.
The Illinois senator remained off 
the Michigan ballot, while Clinton 
Clinton, Obama head to battle in Pennsylvania
Democrat National Committee looks for solutions to problem on whether or not
to seat delegations from Florida and Michigan after state parties broke rules
received 55 percent of the vote. 
Forty percent of the vote went to 
“uncommitted.”
The controversy over the two 
states weighs over the candidates 
as they prepare for a battle in Penn-
sylvania. The April 22 primary, with 
158 delegates at stake, proves to be 
the next big clash. 
A Rasmussen Democratic Penn-
sylvania primary poll conducted 
March 5 shows Clinton with a 
substantial margin over Obama, 
52-37 percent, with an additional 11 
percent remaining “unsure.”
Although the primary offers a 
surplus amount of delegates to pick 
up, the race will still remain too 
close to call. Schwab said, “With 
the votes assigned proportionally, 
she [Clinton] will only pick up a 
few delegates. He [Obama] will still 
have a hundred delegate lead.”
Victories in Texas, Ohio and 
Rhode Island helped Clinton regain 
some momentum back from Obama. 
A win in the Keystone State will 
only help strengthen Sen. Clinton’s 
image, but it will not predict the 
winner of the Democratic Party. 
According to The New York 
Times, Sen. Obama currently has 
an estimated 1,500.5 delegates com-
pared to Sen. Clinton’s 1,394.
Hollywood star Patrick Swayze, 
who played leading roles in films 
such as “Ghost” and “Dirty Danc-
ing,” was recently diagnosed with 
pancreatic cancer. 
The 55-year-old’s form of this 
disease is often fatal.  
However, according to abcnews.
com, Swayze’s physician, Dr. 
George Fisher, said the actor has a 
very limited amount of the disease 
and is responding well to treatment. 
This is after tabloids reported that 
Swayze only had weeks to live.  
Swayze’s physician has also 
noted that the actor will continue his 
normal schedule and projects. 
 According to abcnews.com, 
Swayze has an upcoming movie 
titled “Powder Blue,” with Jes-
sica Biel, Ray Liotta and Forest 
Whitaker. 
 An outpouring of support has 
taken place from Swayze’s family, 
friends, Hollywood actors and fans. 
He is also working on a pilot for 
A&E called “The Beast,” which is 
looking to become one of the new 
drama series on the network, ac-
cording to USA Today.  
The American Cancer Society 
estimates that 37,680 Americans, 
approximately half men and half 
women, will be diagnosed with 
pancreatic cancer in 2008.  
About 34,290 Americans will 
die of pancreatic cancer in 2008, 
making it the fourth deadliest can-
cer.  It is so deadly because patients 
generally do not develop symptoms 
until after it has spread.  
The pancreas is a long, flat gland 
that lies in the abdomen behind the 
stomach and produces both en-
zymes that aid digestion and certain 
hormones that help maintain the 
proper level of sugar in the blood.  
Jan Krevh, a nurse at the John 
Carroll University Student Health 
Center, said, “Pancreatic cancer 
is one of the most serious cancers. 
The recovery rate is very low, and 
is very painful to experience.  The 
pancreas is very important because 
it produces insulin.”  
Krevh also believes that if 
Swayze’s cancer was caught early, 
then it is certainly a positive thing 
and recovery is more likely to oc-
cur.  
Cancer experts say that Swayze 
has a difficult road ahead, but 
believe that if treated quickly and 
effectively he can pull through and 
be able to share a positive story 
with loved ones and other victims 
and survivors.
Patrick Swayze 
has cancer of 
the pancreas
Craig Willert
The Carroll News
The Carroll News
Lauren Harris
After more than a week of height-
ened tensions brewing between 
Columbia, Ecuador and Venezuela, 
their presidents decided that after 
much conflict and lengthy debate, 
it was time to call a truce.
“With the commitment to never 
again attack a brother country and 
the request for forgiveness, we 
can consider this grave incident as 
over,” said President Rafael Correa 
of Ecuador, 
The incident began on March 1 
as an attack by Colombian troops 
on a training camp suspected of use 
by a group called the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia. 
Also called FARC for their 
Spanish name, Fuerzas Armadas 
Revolucionarias de Colombia, 
it is a guerilla group known for 
kidnapping and their links to drug 
trafficking, according to The As-
sociated Press.
The attack on the training camp 
resulted in the death of Raul Reyes, 
one of seven in FARC’s secretariat. 
Reyes made a satellite phone call 
along the Ecuador border, and the 
call had been intercepted by the 
Colombian forces.
Another secretariat member, Ivan 
Rios, was shot to death by his own 
security chief, by the alias Rojas. 
When Colombian troops were clos-
ing in on him in his jungle hideout, 
the battle-weary Rojas presented the 
bloody hand to Colombian troops as 
proof of the deed.
“I did it to save my life,” said 
Rojas, reflecting on FARC’s policy 
of killing those among them who 
surrender. “Because if you’re going 
to desert, they’ll shoot you.”
In addition to the recent blows 
against their high leadership, FARC 
is also seeing weakness in the num-
bers of guerillas who are deserting 
it because they are tired of running 
from Colombia’s army. 
The double hit to the FARC 
secretariat appeared to be a sign 
of hope for Colombian forces. 
Colombia, having received billions 
of dollars from the U.S. to fight 
guerilla warfare in the region, is 
now seeing progress in their six-year 
struggle against FARC, according 
to the AP.
The attack on the camp was 
considered a success, owing to the 
importance Colombia placed on its 
goal of disarming FARC. 
Correa, labeling the attack as “a 
massacre,” called for the interna-
tional condemnation of Colombia 
for crossing borders to carry out a 
raid that resulted in the death of 25 
people on Ecuador’s territory.
Hugo Chavez, president of Ven-
ezuela, also denounced the action of 
the Colombian troops.“This could be 
the start of a war in South America,” 
Chavez said. “If you think of doing 
this in Venezuela, we are going to 
send you some Sukhoi fighter jets 
purchased from Russia.”
Colombia fired back with evi-
dence that allegedly linked Chavez 
to FARC, and Chavez called Co-
lombia’s president, Alvaro Uribe, a 
puppet of the U.S. government.
“Chavez is facing an extremely 
difficult situation,” said Carlos Mal-
amud, an analyst of Latin America 
at the Royal Elcano Institute in 
Madrid, Spain. “His popularity 
has dropped considerably and his 
greatest concern is the lack of basic 
products on the shelves.” 
Maria Marsilli, a history profes-
sor at John Carroll University, said 
that it is the result of collective 
tension from social and political 
issues.“You have the perfect com-
bination for quite a bit of social 
tension going on in the area,” said 
Marsilli. She added, “It’s about try-
ing to make political gains about a 
crisis that is already going on.”
The United States is also in a dif-
ficult situation. In addition to being 
backers of the Colombian govern-
ment and military efforts, they are 
also heavy buyers of Venezuelan 
oil. Despite predominant support 
for Colombia, they have political 
ties to both sides.
Although there are still troops 
from both Ecuador and Venezuela 
guarding their borders to Colombia, 
all sides have officially made peace. 
Diplomatic relations that had been 
broken were restored, and the Co-
lombian embassies in Ecuador and 
Venezuela were reopened, accord-
ing to the AP.
Tensions down after war threatens South America
Meghan Wolf
Staff Reporter
Senators Clinton and Obama look to the crowd following their debate on Feb. 26 in Cleveland
AP Photo
AP Photo
Look for the Student Union Update in more  
upcoming editions of the Carroll News! 
 
? Free RTA Passes and shuttles to the Belvoir Rapid Station are available to students traveling 
home for Easter Break. To receive your pass, contact Molly Onufer at monufer10@jcu.edu 
? This week in SUPB: 
? Thursday @ 8pm in Kulas Auditorium:  
? Comedians Grant Edmonds and Kyle Cease 
? Friday @ 8pm in LSC Conference Room:  
? Stage Crew Irish Rock Band featuring Carroll’s own John Hart 
? Saturday and Sunday:  
? RHA Lil’ Sibs Weekend and Carroll’s Carnival from 2-5pm 
? Monday @ 9pm in Schott Dining Hall: 
? BINGO 
? Student Union and JUSTICE will be sponsoring a Rally for Darfur. 
? When: Saturday, March 29th, 2008 starting at 7pm 
? Where: The Marinello Little Theatre 
? Cost: $5 (for a good cause) 
? Featuring: The Thrifters, 2nd Half, Rhapsody Blue, Hip Hop Club 
 
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER 
2008
 ◊	 Comprehensive Summer  
 Offerings
Lower Summer Tuition   ◊ 
 for Under graduates
online course◊ 
study abroad                           ◊ 
     opportunities                                     
  (Ghana, italy, France, Northern ireland)
Special Summer offerings◊ 
Register For courses  at
www.jcu.edu/summer
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Adams and Pizzurro lead wrestling to second place
While many John Carroll Uni-
versity students were off having 
fun in the sun over spring break, the 
Blue Streaks wrestling squad was 
having plenty of fun of their own 
in University Heights.
The Blue Streaks, paced by a 
pair of OAC champions, earned 
a second place team finish at the 
2008 OAC Wrestling Champion-
ships held at JCU. Aside from the 
two champions, the Blue Streaks 
had five wrestlers who finished in 
second place in their respective 
weight classes.
Senior Adam Pizzurro (133 
pounds) and junior Ben Adams (184 
pounds) both won individual crowns 
for JCU. With the conference titles 
came a bid to the NCAA Division 
III Wrestling Championships.
Pizzurro, the 2008 “Most Out-
standing Wrestler” award winner, 
defended his 2007 title with a 
thrilling victory over Heidelberg’s 
Craig Fetchko. 
Pizzurro used a double-leg take-
down in the final seconds to defeat 
Fetchko, 6-4. With the victory, 
Pizzurro improved to 23-11 on the 
season.
Adams earned his first career 
title by defeating Nick Allerding of 
Mount Union. Adams won 6-4 to 
improve his record on the season 
to 29-4.
“I am very happy for Adam and 
Ben,” said coach Kerry Volkmann. 
“Their first goal was to win the 
OAC team championship, and as 
individuals to win OAC titles. As 
proud as they are of what they ac-
complished on the individual level, 
they are both very team-oriented 
guys, and it hurt not to be able to 
win the team trophy.”
Despite winning his second 
straight title, Pizzurro was not com-
pletely satisfied with the outcome 
for the rest of his teammates.
“I was very disappointed for 
them,” said Pizzurro. “They were all 
close matches and I know how hard 
those guys each worked throughout 
the year,”  he said. “We had seven 
guys in the finals so I thought we 
had a great chance to win the team 
title and get a lot of guys to head 
to Iowa.”
Earning second place finishes 
for the Blue Streaks were senior 
Dominic Spitalieri (141 pounds), 
junior Dan Mizener (149 pounds), 
senior Steven Bagnowski (174 
pounds), freshman Jim Nemunaitis 
(197 pounds) and senior Derrick 
Bendau (285 pounds).
This past weekend, Pizzurro and 
Adams traveled to Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa to represent the Blue Streaks 
in the 2008 NCAA Division III 
Wrestling Championships held at 
Cornell College.
Pizzurro, seeded 10th, faced no. 
6 seed Nichalos Nothern of Cornell 
College in the opening round on 
Friday. Nothern entered the match 
with a 2-0 career record against Piz-
zurro, including a win in last year’s 
National Championships. Nothern 
would be victorious again in this 
match, defeating Pizzurro with an 
8-3 decision.
Pizzurro was unable to rebound 
in his consolation match, falling 
to Brandon Clemmer of Delaware 
Valley.
Pizzurro finished his senior 
campaign with 23 victories for the 
season and 91 for his career. His 91 
career victories are good for 10th 
all-time in school history.
Adams, also seeded 10th, earned 
an upset over no. six seed Nick 
Coleman of New York University. 
Adams opponent in the quar-
terfinals was Gabe Youel of North 
Central College. Youel recorded 44 
victories this season, the second 
highest mark in all of Division 
III. His 45th victory would come 
against Adams, but would rank 
amongst his toughest to get all 
season. Adams pushed Youel into 
overtime before being defeated 7-5 
in the bonus period.
Adams could not rebound in 
his consolation match as he was 
eliminated but Eric Fishel of Johns 
Hopkins,15-7.
After spending his sophomore 
season injured, Adams came back 
to record 30 wins as a junior this 
season. 
“It was a great rebound season 
for me and I hope it propels me 
into next year,” Adams said. “I 
experienced a lot of highs but I 
didn’t reach my ultimate goal of 
being an All-American. The end of 
the season was a real big downer 
for me, but I have next year to look 
forward to.”
Senior Adam Pizzurro’s second straight 133-pound title earned 
him a bid to the NCAA Division III National Championships.
Junior Ben Adams upset the no. 6 seed before being eliminated 
in the consolation round of the National Tournament.
Photo courtesy of Sports Information
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Tim Ertle
Assistant Sports Editor
Tucson sparks optimism for softball
Despite a slow start to the 2008 
season, the John Carroll University 
softball team is optimistic about the 
experience gained through attending 
the Tucson Invitational Tournament 
in Arizona over spring break. 
The team finished the tourna-
ment 2-8, but the players are sure 
the competition will toughen them 
up for a run at the Ohio Athletic 
Conference crown this spring. 
There were more than a few 
bright spots in the week, with Erin 
Brooks-Kingsbury picking up her 
first collegiate win as head coach. 
Kingsbury took over the pro-
gram in July of 2007 when Gretchen 
Weitbrecht stepped down as head 
coach after 16 years of service. 
Junior Jamie Smrdel started the 
season on fire, hitting .517 with 15 
hits and seven runs batted in through 
ten games.
The Blue Streaks earned a split 
on the first day of the tournament, 
getting a 5-2 win over St. John 
Fisher and losing to Concordia-
Irvine. 
Day two did not bring any wins 
for JCU as they fell to Adams State 
and Rose-Hulman. 
The Blue Streaks would face 
St. John Fisher and Rose-Hulman 
in a pair of grudge matches on day 
three. 
However, the Blue Streaks could 
not add to their victory count as they 
dropped both games. 
Friday again brought two losses, 
this time against Madonna and Briar 
Cliff. 
It wasn’t until Friday that the 
Blue Streaks won again. After a 
pair of losses to Madonna and Briar 
Cliff JCU caught fire, beating Texas 
Christian 10-2.
Sophomore Julie Marlowe, Ju-
nior Tricia Kuenzig and Smrdel 
each collected two hits for the Blue 
Streaks, with senior Jenn Nairne 
collecting three of her own to go 
along with three runs batted in. 
Sophomore Samantha Thompson 
picked up the win for the Streaks, 
giving up one earned run through 
six innings of work.
While JCU’s 2-8 record does 
not look outstanding, the team 
gained more than wins and losses 
on the trip.
The tournament featured many 
Division II teams and strong op-
ponents from California that JCU 
would not see at the Division III 
level. 
The new competition will help 
prepare the Blue Streaks for the top 
teams in the OAC.
“Between playing Division II 
teams and California schools, the 
tournament prepared us for confer-
ence play,” said sophomore Laura 
Boselovic. “It will help us go further 
in the OAC this year. It also helps 
the freshmen get a feel for the com-
petition at the college level.”
Not only did the tournament 
prepare the team for the upcom-
ing season, it also helped players 
become better individually.
“It helped me develop because it 
allowed me to get back on the dirt 
and start pitching in real game situ-
ations again,” said Thompson. 
Boselovic echoed her fellow 
pitching staff member.
“It helped me utilize all the skills 
I learned over winter,” she said.
Overall, the immediate future 
looks bright for the Blue Streaks. 
“I have a positive outlook on 
the season because we have made 
drastic improvement throughout 
the offseason,” said Thompson. 
“Although we have learned a lot 
from both our coaches, I know we 
still have a lot more to learn through 
the season.” 
They believe intangibles the 
team gained from the trip will be 
what drives JCU to a successful 
campaign. 
“I think we have great potential 
if we put the little things into place,” 
said Boselovic.
The Streaks will look to rebound 
from a 19-21 record in 2006 going 
5-13 record in OAC play. 
One thing that may hamper the 
Blue Streaks development is the 
time off they have before playing 
again. It will be two weeks before 
JCU travels to Wittenberg to start 
the regular season.
JCU opens their OAC schedule 
with a doubleheader at Ohio North-
ern on March 29.
Brian Fitts
The Carroll News
Women take sixth, men finish 
ninth at track championships
Pat Nygaard
The Carroll News
The John Carroll University 
track and field team walked away 
from the Ohio Athletic Conference 
championships with numerous in-
dividual titles.
The men entered the meet hoping 
to improve from last year’s ninth 
place finish.
Seniors Kevin McPeek and Dan 
DiRuzza paced JCU all season 
and continued the trend this past 
weekend.
DiRuzza captured his first OAC 
title as he finished first in the 1,000 
meter run with a time of 2:33.39. 
McPeek added a third place fin-
ish in the shot put to give the Blue 
Streaks valuable team points. 
DiRuzza ended his indoor career 
on top as he edged Otterbein’s Jared 
French by eight tenths of a second. 
While the Blue Streaks man-
aged to double their team score 
from last season with 24 points, 
they did not gain any ground on the 
teams ahead of them as they again 
finished ninth.
“We know we have a lot of tal-
ent on the team,” said sophomore 
Tony Mihalich. “We did not show 
up, which is disappointing because 
of how hard we have worked this 
season.”
The men’s team should carry 
their talent into the spring outdoor 
track season.
“We have a lot of young talent. 
The pieces have not fallen into place 
yet, but I am confident that our hard 
work and young talent will start to 
show in the spring season,” said 
Mihalich.
The women’s 55 team points 
were good for a sixth place finish 
as they received scoring from many 
different members.
In addition to a third place finish 
in the 55 meter hurdles as a fresh-
man, senior Katie Winings has been 
All-OAC in the triple jump every 
year she has been at JCU. 
Her jump of 10.95 meters was 
good for second place this year, 
giving Winings her fourth All-OAC 
nomination in the triple jump.
She also finished third in the 
long jump, adding another All-OAC 
selection to her resume.
Like the men’s team, the women 
have a talented crop of underclass-
men. Out of the 21 events possible, 
there were 10 top 10 finishes by JCU 
freshmen. 
Freshman Michelle Grossman 
is arguably JCU’s top freshman 
runner. She earned her first OAC 
title and All-OAC nomination after 
finishing first in the 1,000 meter run 
with a time of 3:07.15.
Grossman had two previous top-
two finishes in the 1,000 meter run 
this season.
The young women’s squad will 
be looking to carry their momentum 
into the spring season.
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Streaks of the Week
Baseball
- The pitcher won the first 
two starts of his collegiate 
career. He struck out 12 
while allowing just 2 earned 
runs.
       Tony Evanko
          freshman
                  
Softball
- The junior catcher is bat-
ting .517 so far this season. 
Aside from average, she 
leads the team in doubles, 
total bases and RBI.
   Jamie Smrdel     
             junior
       
Wrestling
     Ben Adams
         junior
           
Women’s Track & Field
Michelle Grossman
       freshman
       
Men’s Track & Field
     Dan DiRuzza
           senior
The Carroll News
- Won her first OAC title 
by posting a time of 3:07.15 
in her victory in the 1,000-
meter run at the 2008 OAC 
Indoor Track & Field Cham-
pionships. 
               
JCU Athletics 
Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball Women’s Basketball
FEB. 22 - MAR. 11
OAC Tournament
JCU   74
Heidelberg  104
JCU leaders -
Points - 
 Haynes  23
 Kirbus   10
Rebounds - 
 Haynes   8
OAC Tournament
JCU   66
Wilmington  86
JCU leaders -
Points - 
 Jennings 24
 Price  20
     
Rebounds - 
 Sureck/Gruber  5
OAC Championships
Men -  9 out of 10
JCU Leaders-
Kevin McPeek 
3rd place Shot Put
Danny DiRuzza
1st place 1,000 meter run
Women -  6 out of 10
JCU Leaders-
Michelle Grossman
1st place 1,000 meter run
Katie Winings 
2nd place Triple Jump
3rd place Long Jump
Tara Ford
3rd place High Jump 
Track & Field
- After winning the 184 
pound OAC title, he earned 
an opening round upset over 
the No. 6 seed at the National 
Championships.
- Won his first career 
conference title in the 1,000-
meter run at the 2008 OAC 
Indoor Track & Field Cham-
pionships.
Everyone surely knows of the 
Indians monumental collapse in the 
playoffs last fall. 
As is traditional in Cleveland, 
sports fans can expect the worst 
when it comes to their teams. 
Cleveland sports teams seem in-
capable of winning a championship. 
The Cavaliers failure in the NBA 
finals, the Browns loss to the Steel-
ers in 2003, the Indians game seven 
ninth inning collapse in the 1997 
World Series, Michael Jordan’s 
jump shot and John Elway’s hero-
ics  are all examples of Cleveland’s 
inability to win the big one.
Cleveland fans have seen and 
been through the worst. 
When Grady Sizemore scored 
the go-ahead run after Joba Cham-
berlin was swarmed by bugs, it 
looked like it was the year. But, we 
were wrong.
The Tribe had everything in their 
favor to make the World Series. A 
thrilling extra innings victory in 
game two allowed the Indians to 
bounce back from a loss in game 
one. 
Two more victories set up the 
Tribe for two chances to clinch the 
ALCS at home. 
However, they could not close 
out the eventual World Series 
champs.
If you’re still wondering just 
how the Indians came so close to 
the World Series and missed it, you 
can only blame one person–C.C. 
Sabathia, the team’s ace. Sabathia 
choked in the spotlight and could 
not live up to the high expectations 
billed on his shoulders.
Sabathia’s performance in the 
playoffs was abysmal. 
According to Indians.com, in the 
ALCS against the Boston Red Sox, 
he went 0-2 with a preposterous, 
almost unheard of 10.45 earned 
run average. 
He pitched terribly in what could 
have been a clinching game five at 
home, allowing four earned runs in 
just six innings. 
A player of Sabathia’s stature 
cannot have games like these in 
the playoffs when his team and city 
need him the most. 
Indians fans should be able to 
count on the player who we think is 
the best on the team. If  Sabathia  can 
not be counted on to come through, 
why keep him on the team?
Sabathia is in a contract year and 
his deal with the Tribe is up after this 
season. One way I propose to solve 
the problem is not re-sign him after 
this year. 
The amount of money Sabathia 
will command in free agency next 
year is outrageous and it is unac-
ceptable for the Indians to pay him 
that kind of money. 
According to Sports Illustrated, 
Sabathia will most likely seek a 
contract similar to the landmark deal 
Barry Zito signed a couple of years 
ago–seven years for $130 million.
If the Indians do not re-sign 
Sabathia, they will still be a terrific 
team, as they had the best record in 
the American League this year. 
One player will not change the 
fortunes of the team, and the Indians 
have plenty of other great players 
they can count on like Sizemore, 
Fausto Carmona, Travis Hafner and 
Victor Martinez. 
If possible, they should seek 
to trade Sabathia in an attempt to 
obtain young talent, similar to what 
they did in 2002 when they traded 
then-ace Bartolo Colon. 
In fact, most players given con-
tracts like Zito’s have floundered 
and have not been worth it, so it 
would be unfortunate for the Indians 
to be crippled for years to come by 
re-signing him. 
Just because Sabathia performs 
well in the years leading up to his 
contract season does not mean he 
will continue to perform well once 
he is extended.
If the playoff results had been 
taken into consideration, Sabathia 
most likely would not have won the 
Cy Young Award.
If the Indians do not re-sign Sa-
bathia, they will have more financial 
flexibility in the future. Addition-
ally, they will not have tied up most 
of the payroll to one player, which 
is never a good idea. 
Won’t the Indians be better off 
not having one guy taking up all 
the money for himself? Baseball is 
a team sport, after all. 
However, if they do re-sign Sa-
bathia, chances are good that he can 
choke in the playoffs again and cost 
the team dearly once more. 
It’s not every year that you make 
the playoffs. Before last season the 
Indians had suffered from a six year 
absence from the postseason.
The Tribes thrilling postseason 
run was too good to be true. They 
suffered one of the biggest collapses 
in recent sports memory. 
What’s worse is after Sabathia’s 
collapse, the Red Sox went on to 
sweep the unheralded Rockies, a 
team the Indians surely could have 
beaten. 
Had the man on the mound done 
what he is paid to do, perhaps it 
would have been the Indians hoist-
ing the World Series trophy, which 
makes one wonder what could have 
been.
Josh Small
Sports Columnist
A solution for the Tribes big problem
Baseball
Softball
Spring Trip Record 7-2 
Notable Victories
JCU   7
Hanover  4
JCU   10
Hanover  2
Spring Trip Record 2-8 
Notable Victories
JCU   5
St. John Fisher 2
JCU   10
Texas Lutheran 2
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Florida sun heats up Blue Streak pitching staff
The John Carroll University 
baseball team used the Florida sun-
shine to get its season off to a hot 
start, going 7-2 during their annual 
spring break trip.  
The Blue Streaks opened with 
a double-header against Hanover 
College. Senior Brandon Kurtz 
gave a solid effort on the mound, 
lasting six innings and striking out 
five while giving up just six hits and 
one walk. Senior Marty Smith came 
on to close, picking up his first save 
of the season. 
The offense was led by senior 
third baseman Adam Sockel and 
sophomore outfielder Bryan Robi-
nett. The duo combined to drive in 
five runs while freshman shortstop 
John Hastings went 2-3 and scored 
a run, propelling JCU to a 7-4 vic-
tory.
The offensive show kept rolling 
in the second game of the double 
header.
Robinett continued his hot start, 
going 2-2, including a three-run 
home run that helped turn a 2-2 tie 
into a blowout. Junior transfer Ryan 
Lewis had two RBI and scored two 
runs himself.
Senior pitcher Matt Fort kept 
the Hanover offense at bay in five 
innings of work and JCU cruised to 
a 10-2 win.
JCU’s next matchup was a dou-
ble header with Franklin College.
Senior Sean McCarthy’s bases 
clearing double in the fourth inning 
blew the score open, leading to a 
10-5 win. Sockel went 3-4 from 
the plate with an RBI while Lewis, 
Hastings and sophomore Mike 
Carbo all scored two runs each.
Junior Paul O’Donnell pitched 
four innings and fanned seven 
Franklin batters en route to his first 
win of the season.
In the second game of the double 
header, the offense wasn’t as pro-
ductive as it had been, but JCU 
didn’t need it.
Freshman Tony Evanko dazzled 
in his collegiate debut, pitching six 
scoreless innings and giving up only 
four hits.
Senior Dan Sabella’s two RBI 
and Robinett’s RBI double would 
be all the run support needed as 
sophomore Craig Willert came on to 
record the first save of his career.  
JCU jumped out to a 6-0 lead 
early against St. John Fisher. How-
ever, they let it slip away in the late 
innings for their first loss of the 
season, falling 9-8. Two errors in the 
final inning capped the comeback 
for Fisher. 
Sockel recorded his first home 
run of the season, and freshman 
pitcher Tom Schaberl received a no 
decision.
JCU dropped their second in a 
row to Rose Hulman, 7-5, before 
bouncing back in the second game 
of the double header for a 10-5 
victory.  
Fort picked up his second win 
of the season in a complete game, 
giving up eight hits while striking 
out four batters.
Down 3-2 in the sixth inning, 
Hastings drove in two runs on a two-
out single that gave the Streaks their 
first lead, 4-3. A two-run double 
by Robinett helped cap a five run 
seventh inning that provided the 
insurance for the victory.
The Blue Streaks finished the 
Florida trip by beating both York 
College and St. Vincent’s College 
by a score of 4-2.  
Three RBI by Sabella and eight 
and a third innings pitched by 
O’Donnell improved his record 
to 2-0.
Evanko proved his freshman 
debut was no fluke as he and Willert 
combined for a two hitter against St. 
Vincent’s.
 An RBI double by Sockel and 
a two-run home run by junior 
outfielder Brian Pangallo in the 
first would stand for the rest of the 
game.  
An insurance single in the fourth 
by McCarthy brought home Lewis, 
giving the Blue Streaks a 4-2 victory 
as they improved overall to 7-2.  
JCU traveled to Pennsylvania 
on Tuesday to play Washington & 
Jefferson. 
The Blue Streaks will follow the 
game against W&J with an appear-
ance in the Wittenberg Invitational 
this weekend.
After a hot start, the team looks 
to improve on its success in the cold 
weather.
Led by the arms of seniors Kurtz, 
Fort and Smith, along with last 
year’s OAC leading batting order, 
JCU looks to enter conference play 
already at full speed.
Charlie Duggan
Staff Reporter
Senior Matt Fort went 2-0 during JCU’s spring trip, finishing 
second on the team with 12 innings pitched and seven strikeouts.
Photo courtesy of Sports Information
John Carroll’s pitchers combined for 72 strikeouts as JCU went 7-2 in Florida over spring break.
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Hit: International Film Festival at Tower City Hit: Madonna 
gets inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Fame miss: 
Induction is in New York City Hit: Text messaging safety 
system implemented at JCU Hit: Rhapsody Blue perform-
ing at Nighttown Hit: Marinello One Acts this weekend Hit: 
Text messaging while driving made illegal in New Jersey 
miss(ing): More than one late night swipe per day Hit: 
The Vatican lists polluting as sinful behavior miss: Week-
end blizzard miss: Trucks plow snow into cars miss: Actor 
Patrick Swayze is diagnosed with pancreatic cancer miss: 
Prescription drugs found in 41 million Americans’ water Hit: 
Musical “Wicked” at Playhouse Square Hit: Whirlyball out-
ings Hit: Daylight Savings Time
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“No Web site is one hundred percent safe. 
There are Web sites with high-level security, 
but there is always a weakness.”
-Xiao Chen, leader of a Chinese hacker group. The group claims to 
have gained access to the Pentagon’s site.
Editorial
LSO fund deficit
EditorialSafety system in play
The Legion of Student Organizations is a branch of the 
Student Union that handles the distribution of funding to 
various student clubs and groups. However, the LSO has 
hit a financial dilemma. At the beginning of the school year 
the group started out with $60,000 to use towards organiza-
tions requesting money for activities. Currently, there is only 
$730 left in their budget. This deficit in funds has already 
caused the denial of some groups’ requests and will continue 
to affect the financial demands of various organizations. 
The LSO, along with the help of the Student Union, needs 
to create a plan for the future that offers equal allocation 
throughout the school year. 
The Student Organization Review Board  is an administra-
tive branch of the LSO that is typically supposed to assist the 
LSO in solving problems and figuring out disbursement. 
The LSO has failed to utilize this branch efficiently. Rather 
than keep track of expenses at the beginning of the year, the 
LSO continued to hand out money. 
This situation can easily be avoided by simply keeping 
inventory of which organizations ask for money and how 
much they request.  
The group could give every organization an opportunity to 
obtain extra money before handing out money to groups that 
have already gotten a portion of the fund. LSO representa-
tives also need to exercise fiscal responsibility by looking 
critically at what groups are spending their money on.
Additionally, the LSO could also utilize some of the other 
resources on campus. John Carroll University is home to one 
of the best business schools in the U.S. and is stocked with 
individuals and groups that are knowledgeable in finance 
and management. The group could recruit these helpful 
sources for guidance or simply meet with them a few times 
a semester to ensure that they are on track with spending. 
This deficit is a situation that is both avoidable and easy to 
correct with the proper steps. 
Campus Safety Services has finally implemented a text 
messaging safety service at JCU called JCU Alert. The 
system, which can send roughly 8,000 texts per minute, 
will be able to send information and updates, should an 
emergency occur. CSS did the right thing by finally expand-
ing safety options and should be applauded for a step in the 
right direction. 
By introducing this JCU Alert, CSS has basically de-
signed an insurance policy that can potentially notify 15,000 
people. For each account that is signed up, the member has 
the ability to list two phone numbers as well as an e-mail 
address to receive alerts. 
This system was also a smart decision because it only 
cost $1 per account to implement. Also, anyone including 
students, administrators, parents and off-campus friends 
and family have the ability to sign up to receive the alerts. 
JCU Alert is a smart and realistic move by JCU. Decisions 
like these promote safety and should continue to be made 
in the future. 
Op/Ed
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You’re wrong, I’m Rafferty: 
OURVIEW
Staff Commentary
Lo Castro’s 
   Lowdown
Jenna Lo Castro 
Editorial & Op/Ed  Editor
Gettin’ the 
 word on:
Pledging Allegiance 
to the Lenten Season
Katie Sheridan
Features Editor
Andrew Rafferty
Managing Editor
The season of fishy Fridays
Contact Jenna Lo Castro at: 
jlocastro09@jcu.edu
Snowy days help stretch boundaries
Contact Andrew Rafferty at: 
arafferty09@jcu.edu
My Saturday was spent at a 
retreat, followed by an intense 
snowball fight.  
The snow cancelled my plans for 
the evening, so I stayed inside with 
some friends and a good movie. 
It was, overall, an enjoyable and 
relaxing day.
It was also, surprisingly, an en-
lightening day.  At my retreat I met 
someone new, now a friend, but pre-
viously more of an acquaintance. 
We talked about a lot of things, one 
of which was friendship.  
Culture can drastically influence 
the definition of the term “friend-
ship.”  My new friend is from 
another country, and I have spent 
my entire life in America.   
Here we may talk to someone, 
but the next time we see them we 
look away.
We become incredibly interested 
in something across the Quad or 
suddenly get a phone call; prevent-
ing us from saying hello. (You all 
know you’ve done it.)  
In his country, when you talk 
to someone you have created a 
friendship and they will always 
say hello.  
He also explained how when he 
first arrived here he heard someone 
say, “If you didn’t get along with 
your roommate…”  
He was astonished at how some-
one couldn’t get along with his or 
her roommate.
I understood what he was saying, 
but looked at him as though he were 
incredibly naïve. 
 I’ve been blessed with a room-
mate that I not only can tolerate, 
but that has actually become a very 
close friend.  
If I had been placed with a room-
mate I didn’t like, I wouldn’t have 
tried very hard to make it work. I 
would have just requested a new 
one.  
He explained that all you have 
to do is change yourself a little bit, 
and that it is good to stretch your 
boundaries.  
What my new friend was sharing 
with me paralleled the meaningful 
week I had on an immersion trip in 
Louisville, KY.  
While I was there, we worked 
primarily with African refugees, 
people who were removed from 
everything they knew and placed in 
an entirely different country.   
They couldn’t understand us 
very well and were often confused. 
However, after spending a few 
sincere moments with them, they 
became our friends for life.  
In contrast to the refugees, Amer-
icans have a very easy life.  We don’t 
have to stretch our boundaries or 
befriend those around us if we don’t 
want to.  
We create friendships with a 
select few and neglect others.
I am guilty of this as well.  So, 
as we conclude our final months of 
this school year, I encourage you to 
truly befriend someone.  
Talk to the person you see every 
day but may have neglected in the 
past. “Stretch your boundaries” 
and realize those around you in a 
different light.  
When I hear the phrase, “40 
days and 40 nights,” I can’t help 
but picture Josh Hartnett in his 
2002 breakthrough movie with the 
tagline “One man is about to do the 
unthinkable.” 
The second thing that comes to 
mind is, of course, the wondrous 
pre-Easter fasting season known 
as Lent. 
This period is marked for Chris-
tians by fasting and abstinence 
from things that may have a par-
ticularly special meaning to us. 
By giving up something mean-
ingful, we as Christians are mirror-
ing the temptation Jesus avoided 
while he was in the desert. 
But while many of us choose 
to take vows of celibacy from ice 
cream and candy bars, I’ve noticed 
a handful of students who have 
gotten a bit more creative and 
sometimes devilishly innovative 
with their Lenten compromises. 
Take Arthur for example. (I’ve 
changed names in order to pre-
serve anonymity.)  While perusing 
Arthur’s Facebook profile, I was 
actually able to come across what 
he had vowed to stay away from 
until after Easter. 
His status informed me that 
“Arthur is giving up Facebook for 
40 days! Talk to him after Jesus 
has risen! “Nice,” I thought. Here’s 
a kid who is connecting with his 
faith by denying his obsession to 
compulsively checkout the latest 
news feed. 
Another avid embracer of the 
season is not just giving up chips—
she’s been devotedly avoiding all 
snack foods ending in the suffix 
“-tos.” (Cheetos, Fritos, etc.)
I honestly did not realize how 
many delicious, artery-clogging 
crunchy snack foods fall under 
this umbrella until I heard of this 
girl’s quest to conquer the “chip 
mountain.” Abstinence from junk 
food makes me wonder if brands 
like Lay’s and Shearer’s undergo 
a severe drop in revenue during 
March and April. 
Now if you haven’t given some-
thing up yet, shame on you. While 
feasting on chocolate bunnies and 
your mom’s ham, you’ve failed to 
be a true lamb of God. 
However, before you condemn 
yourself to some uncreative, impris-
oning promise, I would encourage 
you to peruse alternative options. 
There’s always the good default 
of swearing off, well, swearing. 
Swearing is a positive and surefire 
way to bring in the holiday and if 
you continue to have problems us-
ing profanity, you could also replace 
those convented words with fun, 
festive phrases like, “Holy shalom!” 
and “God Damascus!” 
You’ll not only improve your 
knowledge of the holiday, but you’ll 
put everyone in the spirit (no pun 
intended). Other almsgivings could 
include giving up alcohol, or if 
you’re partial to UV rays, tanning! 
See, I like the idea of giving up 
tanning for two reasons. First, you’d 
obviously be saving yourself from 
potential skin cancer. Secondly, 
avoiding the fake bake could sort of 
be symbolic of you giving up the fi-
ery heat of the Devil’s temptation. 
Granted you might get pasty, 
nothing says purity like skin light 
enough to blind the Savior him-
self. 
Other suggestions would be to 
give up overused and abused words/
phrases (Brownie points for those 
who give up swearing, too) such 
as “like,” “That’s what she said,” 
and “Can I use my late night swipe 
for this?”
There is something fishy about 
not being able to eat meat on Fridays 
during lent.  
I try to adhere to it as best I can, 
but I’m a carnivore, and you can’t 
contain this beast.
I’m not saying I love meat more 
than God, but I question the motiva-
tion behind this antiquated rule.  I 
can see Aramark is on my side for 
this one–they love serving meat on 
Fridays.
I like eating things that were 
alive at one time, with one excep-
tion: fish. 
The fish who fight each other 
are cool. Other than that, I’m not 
impressed. They are mainly smelly 
and ugly, and I don’t want to eat 
them.
But, what if I did like fish?  What 
if I loved fish?  Then, I would love 
Fridays during Lent.  It wouldn’t be 
a sacrifice.  
Fish would be everywhere and I 
could get it cheap.  I would be leg-
endary around the fish-fry circuit.
A lot of people don’t know the 
true story behind why Catholics 
don’t eat meat on Lenten Fridays. 
One of the popes had a side job in 
the fish selling industry.  He had a 
place called “Fish and Pope,” and, 
in order to up business, he made the 
no meat rule.  
With all the extra revenue, he 
bought that really big hat popes 
always wear and blinged out the 
Popemobile. 
My Lenten sacrifice is to not eat 
fish on Fridays during Lent.  I want 
to save those smelly things because 
they would die if everyone ate them. 
I am, quite literally, a Cafeteria 
Catholic.     
I try to keep my Lenten resolu-
tions, but it usually doesn’t work 
out.  
I’ve already broken my “No beer 
on Monday morning” promise.  The 
only promises I have been success-
ful at keeping are “Don’t help old 
people” and abstain from doing 
homework.  
Don’t worry, I used the time to 
pray that my professors would ac-
cept late work.
 Every guy has tried the Lenten 
challenge.  I have been successful 
completing it in two consecutive 
Easter seasons.  
You know, I went 40 days with-
out showering or brushing my teeth. 
Move over, Mother Teresa.
 I’m going to be honest right 
now, I thought I could write an 
entire column on the fish in Lent, 
but I can’t.  
Now I’m starting to talk about 
how I don’t shower.  Since this col-
umn is nothing more than a running 
pick-up line, that’s really hurting 
my cause.  
A skunk lives in my basement 
too, so telling people I smell prob-
ably isn’t a good idea. For the re-
cord, people who smell me say that 
I smell great.
I’ll tell you what, I don’t smell 
like–fish. But, don’t worry, the 
house as a whole smells great, just 
not the skunk.
The one aspect of this column 
that wasn’t a joke was the skunk 
thing.  Seriously, if you know how 
to kill a skunk let me know.   
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YOURVIEW  Letters to the Editor
The Carroll News reserves the 
right to edit letters for length 
and to reject letters if they are 
libelous or do not conform to 
standards of good taste. All 
letters received become the 
property of The Carroll News. 
Anonymous letters will not be 
published unless the source 
reveals his or her identity to 
The Carroll News and the 
situation is deemed appropri-
ate in its anonymity. Letters to 
the Editor must not exceed 500 
words and must be submitted 
to jcunews@jcu.edu by 6:30 
Sunday night.
Bob Seeholzer
Copy Editor
Think Your Spring Break
 Was Good? Top This!
LSO Dissatisfaction
Melissa Zwilling
Class of 2008
John Carroll University
“Someone who rides a 
horse.”
Mike Joseph,
sophomore
—Compiled by Jenna Lo Castro
Wonderword
 A donnybrook is a brawl or free-for-all fight.
       What does donnybrook mean?
“A body of water.”
Margaret Phillips,
junior
“A small town in West 
Virginia.”
Maria Perossa,
freshman
“A bar fight.”
Brendan Roberts,
sophomore
Contact Bob Seeholzer at: 
rseeholzer11@jcu.edu
Seeholzer’s State of Mind:
Spring break is a time of re-
laxation and vacation. Prior to 
leaving, my roommate, who lives 
in California, was telling me about 
how he planned on spending his 
break.  I can’t lie, he had a lot go-
ing on and it sounded exciting. This 
was a problem for me because I’m 
a story-topper.  So I decided I was 
going to have the craziest spring 
break ever in order to one up what-
ever he did.
I started by watching a marathon 
of MTV’s Spring Break program-
ming figuring it would provide 
me with the necessary inspira-
tion. After several hours of Jerry 
Springer interacting with co-eds, 
Room Raiders reruns, and terribly 
scripted dialogue, I decided this 
wasn’t working.  
I wasn’t in Cancun. I wasn’t 
on the beach in a bathing suit. I 
was wearing two pairs of socks 
sitting next to the fireplace. I was 
in Cleveland. But I’m not the type 
to let poor circumstances hold me 
back.  I was determined to make 
something happen despite the ob-
stacles in my way.
I started by completing a cross-
word puzzle. Then I shoveled the 
driveway. For breakfast I had frosted 
flakes, a banana and soy milk.
Since no other schools had break 
when we did, I decided to call 
Matthew McConaughey (he was 
my bongos instructor back in the 
day).  As soon as he answers his 
phone the enthusiasm in his voice 
lets me know that some wild stuff 
is about to go down. And I’m not 
being unequivocal when I say we 
went on a trip.
We began the night by going to 
the Cavs/Grizzlies game. McCon-
aughey won the pregame Layup-
Shot-Dunk contest so Ben Wallace 
came over and gave us each a hug 
before tipoff (I’m still sore).  We 
bought foam fingers, soft pretzels 
and a pair of matching Dwayne 
Jones jerseys.
The Cavs won by 20 and since 
they scored over 100 points we got 
free chalupas from Taco Bell.  I gave 
mine to Kaniel Dickens and told him 
good luck making an NBA roster 
next season.
After the show is the after-
party and after the party is the hotel 
lobby…I’m sorry, sometimes I ran-
domly start singing R. Kelly songs. 
So McConaughey and I hit the club 
with LBJ and his entourage, but we 
had to cut our stay short because 
we had an appointment early the 
next day.
Early the next day we rented 
the Goodyear blimp. After seeing 
how close we could come to hitting 
buildings without crashing, we de-
cided to give back to the community 
by making it rain on C-Town. (We 
didn’t really take into account the 
fact that the ground was already 
covered in precipitation thanks to 
the snow.)  
As soon as we ran out of money, 
we landed the blimp and picked all 
the money back up. It’s part of my 
B.O.B. (Ballin’ on a Budget) move-
ment. Besides, grandma would have 
been so angry if she went to play 
monopoly and all the pink fifties 
were missing.
On Tuesday, I went to the demo-
cratic debate at CSU.  After meeting 
JCU alumnus Tim Russert, shaking 
his hand, and giving him the list of 
questions to ask the candidates, I 
proceeded to give Barack Obama a 
pillow so he could keep comfortable 
while Hillary Clinton fielded the 
first question.
I spent the next 48 hours having 
a sleepover with Dick Vitale.  We 
watched 53 hours and 12 minutes 
of basketball.
I reunited with McConaughey 
on Friday. We ended the week by 
taking a helicopter ride over a lit-
up Cleveland nightscape.  Then we 
made an improbable parachute jump 
down onto Wasmer Field. Then the 
trip got bad. It turns out the gate 
was locked so we had to camp out 
for the weekend.
Once we got out we hit up Target 
so that I could stock up on food and 
supplies for the rest of the semester. 
After getting all the essentials (a 
pack of bite-size Kit Kat bars and 
the Hannah Montana DVD col-
lection) we went back to my room 
before going our separate ways. 
Well, he went his way. I just kind 
of stayed in my room.
When my roommate got back he 
told me all about his break and all 
the cool stuff he did. 
I would have been intimidated, 
but I was too tired from not sleeping 
all week and ended up falling asleep 
before he started talking.
The Legion of Student Orga-
nizations needs to become more 
responsible for its actions. 
At the last meeting, Panhellenic 
Council was voted down, while 
their counterpart, the Interfraternity 
Council, was passed. 
Each club was requesting the 
same amount of money, for the 
same trip, for the same number of 
people. The difference? Only that 
one group was for fraternities, the 
other for sororities. Members of the 
Greek community are not the only 
ones who should be outraged at 
this–the entire student body should 
be concerned about mismanage-
ment of LSO funds.
This incident clearly indicates 
that LSO representatives are not 
considering their votes as seriously 
as they need to be. 
With the exception of  one, every 
single funding request for the entire 
last semester was approved which 
left a small amount of money re-
maining for the spring semester. 
This lack of funding was ap-
parently the only drive for voting 
down just two budget requests at 
this week’s meeting. In addition, 
previous budget requests are often 
inflated but pass anyway. 
For example, some clubs have 
asked for as much as $200 for pizza 
and pop! Certainly, larger clubs 
require more funding than small 
ones, but such excessive requests 
need to stop. 
All clubs, including LSO mem-
bers, need to carefully consider if 
they truly need the money they are 
requesting. This is money provided 
by the student body, and should be 
used for the students benefits.
For example, African American 
Alliance received approval for $100 
for a fund-raiser that they put on. 
I understand that the fund-raiser 
was not successful, but LSO policy 
clearly states that LSO money is not 
to be used for fund-raisers. 
Regardless of this fact, the LSO 
decided to pass this request. It is 
the responsibility of every member 
to make good decisions on what 
passes; clearly, this request should 
not have been permitted.
In addition, stronger leadership 
could have prevented this dilemma. 
It is the leadership’s responsibil-
ity, particularly the VP of Student 
Organizations and VP for Busi-
ness Affairs, who oversee the LSO 
meetings, to see that regulations are 
followed. Another troubling occur-
rence at the meeting was that the 
failed budget requests were nearly 
reversed. 
My concern is that the clubs 
already had their requests denied. 
Reversing them would have re-
moved the approximately $700 left 
after the vote, making it unavailable 
to anyone who wanted to request 
money at the next meeting.
 This is unacceptable. They were 
voted down according to LSO pol-
icy, and this funding rule should be 
followed. After all, the money prob-
lem began when too many requests 
were passed without thought. 
Now that some have been voted 
down, reversing the decision would 
only exacerbate a problem which 
already exists. This situation could 
have been prevented if the oversee-
ing officers had upheld the written 
policy. 
After all, the reason that we 
have these rules is to make sure the 
money is fairly distributed when 
these issues arise.The best way to fix 
the system is to have LSO officers 
acknowledge their responsibility, 
not only to their own clubs, but as 
representatives making sure that stu-
dents money is being spent justly. 
Apathy has been the enemy of 
LSO for years. Why consider your 
vote when passing them all lets you 
get to dinner faster? 
Other students need to speak 
out about how their money is being 
spent (or misspent) in LSO, and 
LSO representatives need to be 
more serious in their duties.
I am writing to clarify an in-
accuracy in your editorial titled 
“Increase in fees” in your Feb. 21, 
2008 issue. 
In this editorial, it is stated that, 
“According to the Admissions 
Office the majority of students 
yearly family incomes is lower than 
$49,000.” This data point is not cor-
rect. The average income of under-
graduate students enrolled currently 
at JCU is actually $105,118 and, to 
your example salary reported here, 
it is closer to 30 percent of students 
come from families with incomes 
below $49,000. I share this in order 
to clarify the statistics in the article. 
I do not challenge the assertion that 
the administration should strive to 
justify the increases decided in our 
cost structure. 
Ideally as the coming weeks un-
fold you will see this as we continue 
to discuss the campus Master Plan 
and other changes in store for stu-
dents in the future.  Ideally you will 
see the investment in JCU translated 
into great things for our campus and 
for our students.
Income Correction
Brian Williams
Vice President for Enrollment
John Carroll University
-compiled by Jenna Lo Castro
I am very upset about some of 
the new cafeteria rules. By now we 
have all heard that lunch is ending 
a half hour earlier and we can only 
use one meal swipe per day at the 
Inn Between. The funny thing 
about this entire situation is that we 
have already paid for these meals. 
So the new rules are now restricting 
us from buying meals we have al-
ready purchased. Why can we only 
get one meal at the Inn Between 
per night? Shouldn’t it be left up 
to us how to use our meal plan? 
The truth of the matter is they are 
trying to figure out ways to keep us 
from using our meal swipes. They 
Late Night Swipe
Brendan McCreary
Class of 2011
John Carroll University
want the money without the work. 
Essentially we are being robbed. If 
you have two meal swipes left on 
Sunday night, O well, we are just 
going to keep that last one. 
I would suggest a boycott of 
the Inn Between, but that wouldn’t 
work, we have already paid them for 
meals we do not receive.
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CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
4 bedroom |  2 Full bath house 
1/2 mile from JCU.  Completely 
remodeled. All new appliances. AC, 
dishwasher, 2-car garage. JCU alum. 
216-832-3269
Babysitter needed.  Days, occasional 
weekends/school breaks.  10-20 
hours/week.  Walking distance.  
Prefer local student looking for 
long-term, flexible job with a 3 year 
old and newborn.  $10/hr.  Call (216) 
765-1069.
House for Rent - 3205 Oak Road 
(Mayfield/Lee), Cleveland Heights 
- Large 5 bedroom, 2 bath with 
fenced yard, front porch, all appli-
ances plus washer/dryer.  $1350/
month.  Call Debbie at 216-402-
5627. 
Home For Rent - walk to JCU from 
2505 Channing.  4 bedrooms, 1.5
bathrooms, finished basement, Air 
conditioning, back patio w/furniture,
fenced in yard, 2-car detached ga-
rage.  Appliances include dishwash-
er, refrigerator, oven, washer, dryer.  
Call Patrick at 216-287-4656.
Chagrin Falls family looking for 
part time (10+/-) help w/ two  teen-
agers.  Great environment, excellent 
pay.  Own transportation.  Please 
call Maggie (440) 543-2482 or 
(440) 785-1714.
BABYSITTER NEEDED for Satur-
day nights, occasional weekday af-
ternoons. Eastside home with three 
young kids. Must have experience 
and references. I have always used 
JCU students and have been happy!  
Call Cyndi @ (440) 542-1895.
Need person to drive our high 
school student one-way from Shaker 
Heights High School to extra-
curricular activity about 15 minutes 
away.  $12.00/day-M-R. Call 216-
561-0885.
For Rent/sale for JCU students Oc-
tober 1st - December 31, 2007. $330 
a month. This 3 bedroom, 1 & 1/2 
bath, 2 car garage, clean, new paint 
& carpet, oak kitchen floor. 330-666-
7529.
BABYSITTER NEEDED for 
Saturday nights, occasional Friday 
nights in Solon (Eastside) home with 
three young children.  Must have 
experience, references, and provide 
own transportation.  Call Ilana @ 
440-349-1867.
For Rent: University Hts.2 fam-
ily houses. 3 bedrooms each suite, 
very clean and well maintained on 
Warrensville Center Rd. near John 
Carroll. Big rooms, garage space, all 
appliances included. Available June 
1st 2008. The good ones go quick 
so get started! Call Mike: 440-724-
6654.
Part time babysitter wanted for one child, 
age 10, after school in my Shaker Heights 
home, near Fairmount/Green. M-F 
3-6PM. Occasionally additional hours if 
you desire. Must have own transportation. 
Call Carolyn @ 216.831.0901.
Babysitters wanted to help care for 
kids ages 3 to 9 after school and 
evenings. Regular hours possible, but 
not required, at $10 an hour. Must 
love kids, have own transportation 
and references. 
Call Laura at 216-932-1409.
Home for rent for May 2008/2009 
school year.  Renting to JCU 
students is our business! 1 mile 
from campus 4 bedrooms 1.5 baths.   
Newly remodeled, all hardwood 
floors brand new appliances, private 
backyard deck and patio. This will 
go fast! Call Michael  330 388-7798
Available June 2008 5-10 person 
house 5 minutes from JCU. Call 
216.402.9653 For more information.
For Rent 2008: Renovated 5 bed-
room / 2 full bath with
‘06 Luxury bath, new appli-
ances, dishwasher, A/C, deck, 1st fl 
laundry, walk-in closets. Walking 
distance. Call (216) 832-3269 today.
Five bedrooms house for rent on 
Washington Boulevard.   
Currently occupied by JCU students.
Completely remodeled.  All appli-
ances. Bonus if signed before Janu-
ary 31. Call Elaine at 440-341-8494
Cleveland Heights (near Coventry) 
(Available Dec) 2 BR/1BA (1st 
floor), with basement, patio and 
garage, water+sewer included.  
$725+one month deposit.  Appli-
ances include refrigerator, oven, 
washer/dryer.  Call Rollie at 
(216)233-5795 or email cream-
top@aol.com
HOUSE FOR RENT 
UNIVERSITY HTS. JUST OFF 
WARRENSVILLE CENTER RD. 
Walking distance to JCU. 4 bed-
rooms, 2 full baths, all appliances 
including washer/dryer, lawn/sewer/
snow removal included, finished 
basement, fireplace, balcony, front 
and back deck.  216- 870-1886
Downstairs unit at 13726 Cedar 
Road for rent.  5 bedrooms, 2 full 
bath. Off-street parking.  Free WiFi.  
Near JCU campus and very close to 
shopping. Please call Dan Lindner 
to schedule an appointment.  (216) 
374-5220.
Duplex for Rent. Spacious & 
Well-Maintained. Each Unit has 
3 Bdrms, 1 ½ Bath. ¼ Mile from 
JCU.
Call JCU Alumni @ 440.336.2437.
 Duplexes for rent on Warrensville.
  Call Curt at 216 337-7796.
GREAT HOME - 1/4 MILE FROM 
JCU Single Family, 3 Upstairs 
Bedrooms,1.5 Bath., Spacious 1st 
floor, Finished Basement, 2 Car at-
tached garage.  216 870-1640 
Houses for rent on Cedar and on 
Warrensville. Call Grace: 216-751-
4519
For rent: 2494 Warrensville road. 
Easy walk to JCU. 3 bedrooms up, 
3 bedrooms down - kitchen, dining, 
livingroom, 1 bath each floor. lawn 
and snowplow provided - extra 
room for each unit in basement. 
$900 per month - 931-6488
3 bedroom second floor nit. Less 
than 1/4 mile from University. Cen-
tral Air, Kitchen appliances, Carpet-
ing, Hardwood Floors and Washer/
Dryer all included. Available June, 
$900/mnth. 440-542-0232
Four Bedrooms, 1.5 Bath house at 
one miles from Jcu. Freshly paint-
ed & new carpets. Oven, refrig-
erator, washer an dryer included. 
Central heat + air conditioning. 
Call Nina 216.773.1304
For rent: 2 block walk - 
Warrensville& Hillbrook, 6 person 
duplex, Each unit 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 
bath, living and dining rm., kitchen 
with eating area. Dishwasher, all 
Appliances, Central Air, Alarm 
System, Very Clean with plenty of 
parking. 2008-2009 School ear. Call 
440.821.6415
Rent: 5-10 people Student house 
for last 15 years. Starting June 
2008. Only 5 minutes from JCU. 
Call Charles (216) 402.9653
Univ. Hts---Walking Distance to 
Campus--- 4-5-6 Bedroom houses 
are available. All with plenty of 
parking, AC, newer appliances, 
washers and dryers.  Currently 
rented by JCU students.Only a few 
blocks and within walking distance 
from campus! DON’T WAIT, ACT 
FAST! Leases to begin in June. Call 
Anthony at (216) 374-7164 
    A  Beachwood business has an 
excellent opportunity for someone 
who would like learn about and  
work in the home medical equipment 
industry.  Responsibilities include 
monitoring, servicing, and deliver-
ing home medical equipment to our 
patients residing in the Cleveland 
Area.  The position offers flexible 
hours working approximately 15 to 
20 hours per week.  Please contact 
Mr. Kahn at 216 292-4406.
For rent - Available May 1st. For 
2008/2009 school year. Clean four 
bedroom, large kitchen, + family 
room, all appliances, Inc. Washer-
dyer. Parking + garage, close to 
JC + M.D. And all shopping! 
Now rented to college students 
graduating.  $1.000 per month 
plus security deposit.  Call Bill 
440.897.7881/440.655.2048.
For rent: recently painted -nice 
kitchens - 3 bedroom up and 3 down 
- extra rooms in basement - snow 
plow - lawn care provided - pres-
ently occupied by J.C. seniors.  
Available June  1 - $900 a month. 
932.6488
Downstairs unit and Upstairs units 
at 13726 Cedar Road for rent.  2, 
4, or 6 bedrooms available, 3 full 
bath.  Newly renovated.  Off-street 
parking. Near JCU campus and very 
close to shopping.  Please call Dan 
Lindner to schedule an appointment. 
(216) 374-5220.
 Duplexes for rent on Warrensville.
            Call Curt at 216 337-7796.
Best location! Easy walk to school. 
Hardwood and carpet floors. Shower 
and tub each bathroom. Extra rooms 
for both in basement, neutral decor, 
nice kitchens - 216.932.6488. 
Washer and dryer lawn care, snow 
plow included.
Single Family Home for rent 
on Wyncote Rd near Cedar and 
Wrenford, minutes from JCU.  4 
bedrooms, 1.5 bath, AC, appliances, 
new carpet and paint, finished base-
ment. Call 216-513-7974.
Duplex for Rent. Spacious & Well-
Maintained. Each Unit has 3 Bdrms, 
1 ½ Bath. ¼ Mile from JCU.
Call JCU Alumni @ 440.336.2437.
Large house for rent.  Five bed-
rooms, 2 and 1/2 bath.
Completely renovated.  All appli-
ances included. Two car garage and 
plenty of parking. Very close from 
campus.  Currently occupied by 
JCU students. Bonus on signing.  
Available June1, 2008
Call: 440-341-8494
 Warrensville and Meadowbrook, 
newly decorated,  3 bdrm. suite 
(half of  double), air,  all appliances,  
alarm system.  Easy 8 minute walk 
to school. Call 440.821.6415.
HOUSE FOR RENT. University 
Heights Just Off Warrensville Cen-
ter Rd. Walking distance to JCU. 4 
bedrooms, 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 
all appliances including washer/
dryer. lawn/sewer/snow removal 
included, finished basement, fire-
place, balcony, front and back deck. 
216.870.1886
FOR RENT DUPLEX! 2007-2008 
school year near JCU. Warrensville 
Center Road. Six bedrooms, 
completely remodeled, hard wood 
and carpet floors, updated four full 
baths, large living & dining rooms. 
large eat-in kitchens, updated 
kitchen appliances, central air, 
washer and dryer hookups in base-
ment. Four car garage, four parking 
spaces. Each floor $1100 plus 
security deposit. Call & Schedule 
personal tour today! 216.932.5555
Help Wanted
Warrensville and Meadowbrook, 
newly decorated,  3 bdrm. suite (half 
of      double), air,  all appliances,  
alarm system.  Easy 8 minute walk 
to school. 
          Call 440.821.6415
HOUSE FOR RENT. 10 minutes 
from campus. 4 bedrooms, double 
car garage, appliances including 
washer and dryer, air condition-
ing. Near bus line and freeway. 
1-4 roommates, $1200 month. Call 
440.220.2819
TWO-FAMILY HOUSE FOR RENT- 
TWO OR FOUR PEOPLE.  PROFES-
SIONALLY MANAGED!!!   AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE 1ST FOR NEXT SCHOOL 
YEAR (2008-2009).  TWO LARGE 
BEDROOMS EACH UNIT, MODERN 
AMENITIES, AIR CONDITIONING, 
FREE WASHER/ DRYER USE.  LO-
CATED ON WARRENSVILLE- TWO 
BLOCKS FROM JCU.  OWNED BY 
JCU ALUM.  CALL 216-924-5739.
Beat the rush!! 4 bedroom single 
family home, modern kitchen with 
dish washer, modern bathroom, 
washer and dryer, new carpet in 
living and dinning room, walking 
distance to JCU, 2 car garage. 3941 
Washington Blvd. call 440- 526-1723 
home 
216-276-3583 cell
Tired of living in a crowded dorm, 
apartment or a dumpy house? For-
mer JCU
students rented this great house just 
10 minutes from campus. Available 
June1.  Renovated 5 bedroom, 2.5 
bath, remodeled kitchen, hardwood 
floors, all appliances, 2-1/2 car 
garage. $1675/month. Visit www.
ReillyPainting.com for more info 
and pics. 216-371-8160
Attention discerning JCU students!  
Rent a nice house just 10 minutes 
from
campus.  Cleveland Heights near 
Cedar Center. Available July 1. 
Renovated 3
bedroom/1.5 bath, remodeled 
kitchen, hardwood floors, all appli-
ances, 2-car
garage. $1275/month. Visit www.
ReillyPainting.com for more info 
and pics.
216-371-8160.
WARRENSVILLE HOUSE FOR 
RENT!  Up & Down Duplex. Huge 
basement with built in BAR.  $360 
per person. 
Walking distance to JCU.  Flexible 
rent and sec. dep. for quick lease 
sign.  Call Tom at (216) 244-6663
Summer babysitter(s) needed in 
Shaker for 7y/o and 9y/o, before 
and after kids go to camp. 7:30am 
to 9am and 3pm to 5/6pm. Car re-
quired. $10/hr. Call 216-215-3833.
FOR RENT: 4205 Colony in South 
Euclid. 4 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath. Huge 
basement. Only a few blocks from 
campus. $1200/month Call Jeff at 
440.479.2835. 
First and Second floor two bedroom 
units for Rent:  Great location within 
walking distance to shopping and 
close to campus.  All appliances, 
including washer and dryer included.  
Spacious rooms, Large closets, and 
garage parking.  Available June Rent 
$750/mnth.  440-542-0232
For Rent South Euclid/University 
Hts: Features: 3 bedrooms; 2 bath-
rooms; ample parking; A/C. Please 
call (216) 382-0340 
Single Family Home for Rent on 
Wyncote Rd near Cedar and Belvoir, 
4 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, AC, applianc-
es, finished basement. $1200 /month 
Call 216-513-7974.
Single Family Home for Rent on 
Wyncote Rd near Cedar and Belvoir, 
4 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, AC, appliances, 
finished basement. $1200 /month Call 
216-513-7974.
HOUSE FOR RENT UNIVERSITY 
HEIGHTS JUST OFF WARRENS-
VILLE CENTER RD.  Walking 
distance to JCU, 4  bedroom, 2 
full baths, all appliances including 
washer/dryer,lawn service/sewer/
snow removal included, finished 
basement, fireplace, balcony, front 
and back deck. 216.870.1886
First and second floor two bedroom 
units for rent: Great location within 
walking distance to shopping and 
close to campus. All appliances, 
including washer and dryer included. 
Spacious rooms, Large closets, and 
garage parking. Available June. Rent 
$750/mnth. 440.542.0232
Very large 4 bedroom 2 1/2 bath 
house. Recently remodelled. Wood 
floors, all appliances, washer/
dryer, ample parking, 5 minutes 
to JCU available June 1st, $1200. 
216.288.7000
Two  bedroom apartment for rent off 
Mayfield & Belvoir, 5 minutes to 
JCU. VERY clean, appliances, cen-
tral air, laundry, free parking, water 
and sewer included, $765/month. 
JCU alumni owned! Call Becky @ 
216.407.4629
